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Abstract

Data from public transport automated data collection (ADC) systems are now widely used in academic
research and are beginning to be used for planning purposes. ADC systems provide ubiquitous and
inexpensive, if limited, data streams for planning purposes. Since ADC data systems have been

around for some time and are deployed by many large public transport agencies, the resulting data can

be used for before and after impact analyses of changes in the transportation system.

This research explores the use of automatically collected data to understand the impacts of a major

public transport infrastructure investment on a complex existing network. The research presents the
methods, using automatically collected data, to determine the impacts on multiple modes of

transportation and the preliminary results of the impact of the introduction of the East London Line
Extension.

The East London Line is still in the early stages of growth and first and second order impacts continue

to develop. The line is carrying an average of approximately 70,000 passengers per day and ridership
continues to increase monthly. The East London Line is an important public transport crossing of the
Thames River and a crucial role as a distributer to and from intersecting rail lines. It was estimated
that between 28 to 32 percent of the daily weekday passenger journeys are new journeys to the public
transport system.

There is a change in ridership on many bus routes that run through the area served by the East
London line. A more detailed analysis on four bus routes that run parallel to the East London Line
and two bus routes that act as feeder routes show mixed results by route, direction, and time period.
The mixed results lead us to believe that based on this preliminary impact analysis, the East London
line can have a positive and negative impact on bus ridership but the impacts are most likely route,
route segment, time of day, and direction specific. Analysis of disaggregate data showed that journey
frequency of East London Line patrons increased at a higher rate than for the control panel. It is clear
that ADC system data provides a cost effective means to capture a breath and depth of data suitable
for impact analyses.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Public transport agencies spend valuable time and resources to forecast the changes in travel behavior

when they make significant modifications to their transportation infrastructure. The anticipated

changes to the transportation system are typically reported in business cases, alternatives analyses,

environmental impact statements, and funding applications. Historically, comprehensive studies were

rarely conducted to examine the actual changes after construction of the infrastructure project nor

were the forecast ridership numbers typically compared with actual ridership. Since December 2000,

the United States Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requires all projects seeking Full Funding

Grant Agreement (FFGA) status for their New Starts project to submit plans for the collection and

analysis of information leading to the identification of impacts of the project and the accuracy of the

forecasts. The Department for Transport (DfT) in the United Kingdom does not formally require

before and after studies for public transport infrastructure projects; however, many agencies conduct

before and after studies to understand the impacts of projects and inform future infrastructure

analyses. In neither case are guidelines regarding what to measure in these studies, what data to collect

or how to analyze that data provided.

Data from public transport automated data collection (ADC) systems are now widely used in academic

research and the use for planning purposes is beginning to gain traction. ADC system provides

ubiquitous and inexpensive, if limited, data streams for planning purposes. Since ADC data systems

have been around for some time and are deployed by many large public transport agencies, the

resulting data can be used for before and after impact analyses of changes in the transportation system.

Many studies have used data such as automated fare collection (AFC), automated vehicle location

(AVL), and automated passenger counts (APC) data for purposes other than their original intent such

as inferring origin-destination matrices and determining public transport service attributes as well as

changes in passenger behavior. In some instances, postcode data can be linked to the AFC data giving

it limited spatial attributes beyond the public transport network itself. Additionally, longitudinal

analyses supported by ADC data can show how system and ridership attributes change over time.

This research will evaluate the current state of practice in impact evaluation, provide a framework to



analyze the impact of new public transport infrastructure on the existing transportation system, and

use Transport for London's East London Line Overground rail service [ELL] as a case study to

demonstrate these impact evaluation techniques.

1.1. Research Motivation

Impact analyses of major public transport investments can help to identify the impacts of these

projects more clearly. The insights gained from these studies can inform forecasting methods,

alternatives evaluation, and improve future planning and development for similar investments. As

such, the following are the motivations for the proposed research project:

" Help public transport agencies capitalize on their investment in automated data collection

systems and the resulting ubiquitous data context

" Understand changes in customer behavior resulting from a major transportation infrastructure

investment

1.2.Research Objectives

This research will explore the use of automatically collected data to understand the impacts of a major

public transport infrastructure investment in a complex transport network. The research presents the

methods used, using automatically collected data, to determine the impacts on multiple modes of

transportation. The following objectives will be addressed in this study:

" Understand the nature of impact studies

e Summarize the FTA's New Starts program Before and After study requirement and assess its

strengths and weaknesses

" Develop a methodology to assess the impacts of new public transport infrastructure using

automated data collection devices and supplementary data sources

* Develop metrics for impact analyses and the data sources required to support these metrics

* Document methodology used to evaluate impacts of the East London Line

" Document the early growth in ridership on the East London Line and changes in ridership on

related modes including Bus and National Rail services

* Document some lessons learned in the impact analysis of the East London Line in terms of the

applied methodology



1.3.Research Approach

This research will look at the nature of impact analyses and explore how the use of automatically

collected data can help make impact analyses easier and more cost-effective to conduct while

providing valuable information to public agencies. The literature review will provide an overview of

public transport impact analysis and examine the importance of studying these impacts. It will

summarize and present the current US Federal Transit Administration requirements regarding before

and after impact studies and assess its merits and shortcomings.

The literature review then reviews recent research concerning the use of automatically collected data

including the proposed metrics and the supported methodologies. It will provide a brief description of

ADC systems and their application within the industry. The various metrics proposed in the literature

will be evaluated based on their applicability to public transport impact studies.

This thesis will present how an impact analysis for public transport projects can be carried out using

ADC system data. It describes the automatically collected data which can be used for this type of

evaluation, and defines and critically assesses the resulting metrics. The thesis also describes how this

data can be obtained, stored, manipulated and presented. Most importantly, this section will describe

how the impacts were estimated at both an aggregate ridership and an individual behavioral level using

ADC data, the calibration of the data, the development of control groups and patron panels, and the

key assumptions made in these analyses.

To assess behavioral changes, both aggregate and disaggregate metrics will be used to investigate

changes in the following metric categories:

" Ridership

" Modal Choice,

" Passenger Flow,

" Trip Frequency, and

" Interchange/multi-modal activity.

In addition, travel time and service reliability are important impacts that are generally estimated as part

of a public transport impact analysis but these metrics are not presented in this analysis due to data

limitations in the preliminary analysis. Disaggregate analysis includes the development of patron



panels using automatically collected data with unique patron identifiers. How these panels are

developed and how they can help in the prediction of behavioral changes prior to the introduction of

changes to the system will be addressed. A control panel will also be developed to understand whether

a change in ridership represents a significant adjustment in behavior or simply reflects forces other

than changes to the transport system. Additional factors such as seasonality will be used to normalize

data sets.

The thesis will present the preliminary East London Line impact assessment as a case study using the

recommended techniques. The case study section will present an overview of the public transport

system in London and the East London Line project. It will then present the preliminary findings of

the impacts of this change in the transportation system.

1.4.Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized into five chapters:

Chapter 2 describes types of impact analyses and summarizes and assesses the FTA's New Starts Before

andAfter study requirement.

Chapter 3 describes the current state of the practice in the use of ADC data including an overview of

ADC systems, their primary functions, and how agencies and researchers use the resulting data.

Chapter 4 describes the context for the East London Line project and provides the methodology and

evaluation techniques, using ADC data, to evaluate behavioral changes after implementation of the

ELL at both the aggregate-and disaggregate levels.

Chapter 5 presents the results of the methodology applied to the East London Line.

Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis research, presents preliminary findings, and proposes areas for future

research.



Chapter 2

IMPACT ANALYSIS FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROJECTS

This chapter presents an overview of the public transport impact analysis, describing what it is and the

importance of studying these impacts. This chapter will then move on to review alternative

approaches to impact analysis and the types of impacts measured through these analyses. Finally, this

chapter will discuss the existing requirements for impact analysis established by the U.S. Department

of Transportation highlighting the limitations of these requirements.

2.1 .What is an Impact Analysis?

According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, an impact analysis is a form of

outcome evaluation that assesses the net effect of a program by comparing program outcomes with

what would have happened in the absence of the program (U.S. Evironmental Protection Agency). As

it relates to public transport, an impact analysis is the determination of the changes that can be

attributed to a specific public transport program or improvement by comparing the conditions under

the implemented improvement against a baseline condition. For the impact analysis of a public

transport project, examples of the metrics associated with the assessment are ridership, mode share,

and travel time. Public transport analysis metrics are discussed further in Chapter4. Comparisons

between the baseline case ("before") and implemented case ("after") can take several forms and are

discussed later in this chapter.

2.1.1. Types of Impacts

Impacts can be categorized into four distinct categories as summarized in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1 General Impact Tpes

First order impacts Direct impact on improved Ridership on improved upon rail line
public transport mode

Second order Direct impact on other public Increase in the number of riders on bus in the
impacts transport system modes vicinity of a new rail line

Third order impacts Indirect impacts on other Effect of modal shift on roadway congestion
transportation modes

Fourth order Impacts on new development, New residential, retail, and employment land uses
impacts land use and general economic built adjacent to new rail station

activity

Adapted from Jones & Lucas, 1999)



First order impacts are a central part of impact analyses as they measure the direct changes in travel

associated with the service improvement. These impacts are typically measured for comparison with

the projected ridership presented in a business case or project justification report.

Second order impacts tend to be more difficult to measure, particularly with regard to other travel

modes. Data collection costs can be high and in some cases desired data may not be available or

feasible to collect. Multiple exogenous influences may make it difficult to isolate causality where

changes have occurred.

Third order impacts include shifts from non-public transport modes. These impacts are challenging to

measure and generally require a general population telephone survey or a comprehensive household

survey data collection effort to estimate the metrics associated with modes other than public transport.

Fourth order impacts can take years or even decades to develop. Many factors can influence

economic development and causality may be difficult to determine. Data to analyze impacts may be

difficult to collect since some data may require active private sector involvement in addition to public

information and records. Because of these difficulties, fourth order impacts are not considered in this

thesis.

While an understanding of all of these effects are important in a comprehensive impact assessment,

this thesis will focus on first and second order impacts.

2.2.Benefits of Impact Analyses

While ex-ante evaluations are based on predictions of how the transportation infrastructure is

expected to change travel behavior, the impact analysis determines what travel changes actually took

place and to what extent the prior expectations were met. Transportation models which forecast

change in ridership due to new (or changed) public transport services are well established within the

academic and transportation practice circles. The importance of confirming these estimates by way of

formal post-implementation impact analyses has long been recognized and is slowly gaining traction.

Ex-ante evaluations and ridership projections are typically required as part of national (or local)

transportation and environmental impact reports and/or as part of funding applications. The public

transport impact analysis, while less common than ex-ante evaluations, can contribute significantly to



the understanding of the effects of the introduction of major infrastructure projects to a transportation

system. The following are the main benefits of performing public transport impact analyses.

Determine Effectiveness of Improvements to Transportation System - Quantifying the impacts on public

transport systems is a core piece of determining the effectiveness of any improvement. Determining

the effectiveness of the improvements can help confirm the initial justification of the transportation

project. Furthermore, the results of this evaluation can provide lessons for the decision makers

regarding the effectiveness of the implementation strategy used.

Determine User Behavior Changes - While the physical and operational changes to the transportation

system are often defined as part of the public transport project, the changes to the users' travel

behavior aren't known until after the project is launched. As such, impact analyses can reveal and

quantify changes in user behavior.

Improve Ex-Ante Assessments - Impact analyses are an integral part of the feedback loop for ex-ante

assessment. They document the impacts which can then be compared with the ex-ante's

transportation model's predicted outcomes. Impact analyses can shed light on the accuracy of the ex-

ante assessment and help determine if the forecasts were effective in informing the investment

decision. After several such impact analyses are complete, they can be used to determine the best

method to predict the impact of changes to the transportation system which can be used to calibrate

future ex-ante models.

Increase Public Transpareng - Large public transport infrastructure projects occur within a public and

political evaluation context, particularly when public funds are used for the improvements. Impact

analyses provide another level of transparency for the public and can be used to promote the

effectiveness of the project and to explain its benefits.

2.3.Impact Analysis Strategies

Three of the most common strategies used to evaluate changes to a system are presented below

(Billheimer & Lave, 1975). The ultimate goal of these impact analysis strategies is to establish causality

between the implementation of the improvement and observed changes. Figure 2-1 presents the three

most common strategies outlined by Billheimer and Lave: Before andAfter, Control Group, and Modeling.
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2.3.1. Before and After

The Before andAfter analysis strategy is the most common approach to analyze the impacts of the

introduction of major public transport improvements. In general, a before and after study analyzes

characteristics of a public transport system at a point in time and compares it with a later point in time

after an improvement to that system has been made. The "characteristics" of the system typically

includes metrics such as ridership, travel time, and boarding/alighting activity. The scope and level of

detail of the analysis can range from the entire public transport network to a specific bus route or rail

line to a specific stop along one of those lines. The analysis can also look at a specific geographic

region if spatial information is available. Analysis metrics and analysis scope are discussed further in

Chapter 4. When the "after" state is measured is based on expectations about when a steady state has

occurred. Economic, land use, and development-related changes require a longer time to develop

therefore making third order impacts impractical for inclusion in this type of impact assessment.

State of region A

............. .......... ....... --.:- :: .......................................................
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2.3.2. Control Group

The Control Group analysis strategy is a variation of Before andAfter analysis in that it compares the

characteristics of a system after an improvement is implemented; however, the Control Group strategy

also analyzes a different part of the system (the controlgroup) and compares the "before" and "after"

state during the same time period. Comparisons are made between the before and after characteristics

for the "experimental" and control groups to understand the changes occurring in each group. This

comparison is used to isolate the influence of the transportation improvement from other exogenous

influences. Exogenous influences are factors which can affect the metrics but are unrelated to the

improvement in the system such as economic conditions and seasonal variation. Exogenous

influences are discussed further in Section 4.7. As an extension of Before andAfter analysis, the Control

Group analysis can include a wide range of scope and analysis metrics. Time points at which the

measurements are taken can also vary so long as the control group is measured at the same time as the

experimental group.

2.3.3. Modeling

Modeling is a variation of the Control Group analysis but instead of using another part of the system to

compare against the improved part, a "virtual" representation of the transportation network is used

and the improvement is applied to the hypothetical representation. These models can range from

demand model equations that predict changes in ridership to complex transportation modeling

software packages. Using standard data, formulae and methods, the model forecasts the resultant

metrics of interest and the conditions of the "after" state. Like the Control Group analysis, the changes

between the "before" and "after" states are analyzed and then the changes between the actual and

modeled conditions are compared.

The modeled conditions are typically used as part of an ex-ante analysis of planned improvements

which provides forecasts of metrics for the post-implementation conditions and is used to justify

projects and help predict the impacts of projects prior to implementation. Each of the above

strategies either singly or in combination may be used to help determine causality (Meyer & Miller,

2001).

The following section discusses current guidelines established to carry out impact analyses for federally

funded public transport projects in the U.S.



2.4. FTA Guidelines for Impact Analyses

While post-implementation impact analyses are not required for all public transport infrastructure

projects, the Federal Transit Administration has taken the lead in requiring impact analyses as part of

their grant agreements. Through the New Starts program, the FTA requires the sponsor of a public

transport project receiving New Starts funding to conduct an impact analysis. The following section

briefly describes the FTA New Starts program.

2.4.1. FTA New Starts Program

The FTA New Starts program is the (US) federal government's primary financial resource for

supporting locally planned, implemented, and operated public transport "guideway" capital

investments. Funded through the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A

Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU), New Starts provides funding (approximately $2 billion for 2010)

for diverse public transport projects around the country. The FTA has established evaluation and

rating criteria which are applied to applications submitted by public transport project sponsors,

typically public transport agencies or state transportation departments. The evaluation criteria fall

under three broad categories: Alternatives Analysis, Project Justification, and Local Financial

Commitment. Projects are evaluated based on Project Justification Criteria which includes ratings for:

* Mobility Improvements;

e Environmental Benefits;

" Cost Effectiveness; and

* Public Transport Supportive Land Use Policies and Future Patterns

Figure 2-2 summarizes the New Starts Evaluation Process. First-order impacts such as forecast

ridership are used to calculate the mobility improvements and cost-effectiveness measures.

2.4.2. FTA's Before and After Studies'

Under the provisions of the FTA's Final Rule on Major Capital Projects, the sponsor of a New Starts

project seeking a Full Funding Grant Agreement must submit to the FTA a plan for the collection and

analysis of information leading to the "identification of the impacts of the project and the accuracy of

1 This section summarizes information from (Federal Transit Administration, 2000) and from the website
http://www.fta.dot.gov/planning/newstarts/planning-environment_2613.html



the forecasts which were prepared during the project planning and development." This identification

of the impacts relative to the forecasts is what the FTA calls a Before andAfter Study.

Figure 2-2 ETA New Starts Evaluation and Rating Framework

Mobility Environmental Operating
Improvements Benefts Efficiencies

Use r Low In come
Benelits Households

Employment

RMetropolitan Planning and
Programming Requirements

Minimum Project Development Requirements:

Project Management NEPA
Technical Capability Approvals

Source: http://www.fta.dot.gov/planning/newstarts/planning-environment_9063.html

This section presents the rationale for the Before andAfter Study requirement, describes what is required

of the sponsoring agencies conducting the analysis, and critically assesses the requirement.

FTA Rationale and Requirements for Before and After Studies

The Before andAfter Study has two intended purposes:

" To expand the understanding of the costs and impacts of major public transport investments

" To improve the technical methods and procedures used in the planning and development of

those investments

The Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) requires that federal agencies improve the

effectiveness of their programs and accountability to the public by focusing on results, service quality

Other
Considerations -



and customer satisfaction. Assembling objective information and impact results through Before and

After Studies is part of the FTA strategy to fulfill this mandate. Additionally, the FTA is requiring Before

and After Studies to:

Encourage improvedpractices in data collection, documentation, and analyses ofpre- andpost- investment public

transportperformance; ensure that the planning andproject development process generates reliable information for

decision making; and enhance its technical support program. FTA believes the conduct of Before and After Studies

on allfuture FFGAs (and FFGA amendments) willprovide for an invaluable repositog of information and

experience which will benefit the entire public transport industy. (Federal Transit Administration, 2000)

The following questions clarify who is required to conduct a Before andAfter Study, the data to be

collected, the timing of the data collection efforts, and the type of analyses required.

Who is required to conduct a Before andAfter Study?

All project sponsors receiving a New Starts Full Funding Grant Agreement (FFGA) (US Code Title 49

USC §5309) must undertake a post-implementation study. The FTA encourages other public

transport projects without New Starts funding to conduct Before andAfter Studies; however, the agencies

conducting these projects are under no obligation to do so.

What type of data must be collected for Before andAfter Studies?

The FTA requires that all project sponsors conducting Before andAfter Studies collect data which helps

examine five key project characteristics: physical scope, service levels, capital costs, operation and

maintenance costs, and ridership and revenues. These characteristics all play key roles in the "success"

and financial viability of a New Starts project. The rationale for the selection of the project

characteristics is summarized in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2 Project Characteristics

Physical Scope Source of Capital Cost changes
Service Levels Context for Operations and Maintenance Cost and Ridership changes;

define quality of service for public transport riders
Capital Costs Key element of financial plan; one of the most visible numbers

associated with project

Operation and Maintenance costs Key element of financial plan
Ridership and Revenues Ridership is one of the most visible numbers associated with project;

revenue is key element of financial plan
Source: (Federal Transit Administration, 2000)



At what milestones are data to be collected?

Data for the Before andAfter Study are required to be collected during three periods within the project

life. First, forecasts for project characteristics should be prepared to aid in the decision making

process at three points during project planning and development: at the conclusion of the alternatives

analysis, the conclusion of preliminary engineering, and the signing of the FFGA. Second, actual

"before" conditions are to be collected prior to project implementation, either just before start of

revenue service or before major disruptions of service and ridership due to construction. Lastly, actual

"after" conditions are to be collected 2 years after the project opens for revenue service. The FTA

leaves it up to the discretion of the project sponsor to collect data at other milestones.

The FTA acknowledges that this data collection might be a significant undertaking and allows the

sponsoring agency to use New Starts funding to cover up to 80 percent of its costs. The cost and

effort is dependent upon the complexity of the project and whether or not the public transport agency

already collects this type of data as part of its ongoing public transport planning, monitoring, and

evaluation activities.

What analyses are to be performed?

The analysis to be conducted on the collected data is similar to the Modeling approach presented in

Section 2.3.3. The Before andAfter Study required by the FTA is intended to analyze two elements:

e Comparison of the "before" and "after" characteristics to understand the impacts of the

project

e Comparison between the predicted and actual characteristics to examine the accuracy of the

predictions

Once these comparisons are made, the required analysis focuses on the difference between the

predicted and actual characteristics. The analysis is intended to reveal sources of error in the

forecasting process. The FTA intends to synthesize the lessons learned from these analyses to achieve

its goal of improving public transport planning forecasting tools and methods.



2.4.3. Assessment of FTA Before and After Study Requirements

General Assessment

The FTA Before andAfter Study requirements generally provide a good framework for the collection and

evaluation of data to understand the impacts of the introduction of new public transport infrastructure

or services to a public transport system. The goals of the Before andAfter Study align well with the New

Starts project justification criteria and project characteristics measured by the Before andAfter Study can

help to determine the first-order impacts of New Starts public transport projects. The knowledge

gained by the results of before and after studies, when synthesized, should help improve the

forecasting of ridership and other impacts of public transport projects.

The FTA is working towards the development of a formal technical guidance document for the

collection of data and the analysis of the data for New Starts Before andAfter Studies. To date, no

formal, final technical guidance document has been issued by the FTA although the FTA does offer

technical guidance through their staff and agency liaisons.

Lack of Second-Order Impact Knowledge

While the Before andAfter Study does a good job of determining first-order impacts related to the public

transport improvement it does not require second-order impact analyses of the public transport

system. It is important to gain an understanding of these additional impacts as they can both influence

and be influenced by the new public transport service. The development of a new public transport

service usually occurs within the context of an existing public transport system. For example, a new

rail service could offer a new mode within a given corridor; however, prior to the introduction of the

new rail service, the area might have been served by a robust bus network including routes that run

parallel with as well as intersect the new rail service. In some cases, bus routes that serve similar trips

to the rail service might see a drop in ridership; however, some routes which act as feeder services may

show an increase in ridership. Both cases could affect the public transport agency operating cost.

Under the current FTA Before andAfter Study requirements, these impacts are not required to be

analyzed.

Metric Consistency

Since forecasts of the project characteristics are integrated with the project justification criteria, it is

important to continue to capture these characteristics as part of the data collection process for Before

andAfter Studies. However, it is essential that the data used in these studies are embedded in consistent,



standard metrics in order to easily compare performance both before and after, and forecast with

actual conditions, both within the same project and across projects. In a report issued by the FTA

regarding predicted and actual impacts of new start projects, the author used average weekday

boardings as the primary ridership measure for the basis of comparison because "nearly every ridership

forecasting effort produces a forecast of average weekday boardings." (Federal Transit Administration,

2008) Formal technical guidelines can provide this much needed consistency so that the values

analyzed by each project sponsor can be compared easily without need for interpretation or

conversion.

When do steady-state conditions in new public transport service occur?

The FTA Before andAfter Study requires that the "after" condition be measured two years after the

opening of revenue service on the new public transport line. "Steady-state" is an artificial construct

when a consistent level of ridership is achieved. While in some cases, the travel behavior as a result of

the public transport improvement may reach steady-state within two years of opening, there may be

some instances where a steady-state is never reached. Jones and Lucas argue that two single time

points offer a simplistic view and some impacts may take longer to develop while others may take

effect even in anticipation of the opening (Jones & Lucas, 1999). For example, residential and

commercial development adjacent to a new public transport line may not appear until many years after

the station is opened. These land uses may provide a significant number of new riders to the public

transport system and measurement of the "after" conditions prior to achieving the full anticipated

ridership will inevitably be incomplete.

As such, the economic and social conditions around a public transport line may be in constant flux

and as a result, travel behavior of its riders may not reach steady state at a single point in time. Under

the current requirements, the length of this period cannot be determined. As noted by the FTA, data

collection efforts have significant financial and personnel costs. Requiring multiple counting periods

to understand ramp up time for public transport improvements, while important, exacerbates this

concern.

2.5.Summary

A public transport impact analysis is the determination of changes that can be attributed to a specific

public transport progranm or improvement by comparing the conditions under the implemented

improvement to a baseline condition. Impacts can be first-order (changes related directly to the



specific improvement), second-order (changes to other public transport modes or services), third-

order impacts on non-public transport modes, or fourth-order (impacts to general economic activity in

the area). This thesis will focus on first and second-order impacts.

Impact analyses can help determine the effectiveness of improvements to a transportation system, help

determine user behavior changes, improve upon public transport system forecasts, and increase public

transparency of major capital investments. There are three common strategies for conducting impact

studies: Before and After, Control Group, and Modeling.

The FTA's Before andAfter Study analyzes and compares forecast values of cost and ridership with

actual values to examine the accuracy of the predictions. In addition, the required study compares

"before" and "after" conditions to understand the first-order impacts of the project. While the Before

and After Study requirement provides a good framework for the impacts of major public transport

infrastructure projects, it misses the opportunity to collect and analyze additional impacts (second-

order impacts) which not only can have an impact on operating costs of public transport agencies, but

can also provide an important set of information to improve the agency's understanding of rider

behavior.

The next chapter compares manual data collection methods and automated data collection methods

and argues that automated data collection methods present a viable and cost effective way to collect

data to support first- and second-order impact analysis.



Chapter 3

THE ROLE OF DATA IN IMPACT ASSESSMENT

As presented in the last chapter, data collection is the basis for any impact analysis. This chapter first

presents traditional data collection methods employed by public transport agencies. It then describes

automated data collection systems, the types of metrics that can be estimated using automated data

collection systems, and finally compares these automated techniques with traditional data collection

methods.

3.1. Public Transport Planning and Impact Analyses

There are several distinct analysis levels in public transport planning. Pelletier et al categorize analyses

into three levels as summarized in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Analysis Levels in Public Transport Planning

Strategic Long-term network planning, customer behavior,
demand forecasting

Tactical Schedule adjustment, longitudinal, and individual
travel patterns

Operational Supply and demand indicators, schedule adherence,
performance metrics

Source: (Pelletier, Trepanier, & Morency, 2009)

Impact analyses usually include both strategic and tactical level analyses. While impact analyses

provide feedback for ex-ante (strategic-level) evaluations, the methods employed in the analyses of

post-implementation characteristics can certainly assist in tactical-level analyses including schedule

adjustments, service levels and understanding user travel behavior.

3.2.Traditional Data Collection Methods

Data collection for transportation infrastructure ex-ante and impact analyses data collection

traditionally relied on manual counts and surveys. This section describes traditional methods of data

collection, including the types of data captured, and their limitations.



3.2.1. Customer Surveys

Surveys are traditionally used to collect quantitative and qualitative information on behavior or

attitudes in a population. They can be administered through an interview, either face-to-face or on the

phone, by an agent of the group conducting the research or independently by a respondent using a

paper or electronic questionnaire. For public transport impact analyses, cross-sectional or longitudinal

surveys can be used. Cross-sectional surveys look at different groups of respondents before and after

the change is introduced while longitudinal surveys look at the same group of respondents at different

times before and after the system change.

Household Travel Surveys

The most common transportation survey is the household travel behavior survey. This survey can be

administered using a variety of methods including:

e In-home interview,

e Telephone interview, or

" Mail-back or online questionnaire.

Information gathered through a household travel behavior survey can include characteristics of the

responding households and/or the trips made by the household members. Table 3-2 presents

different survey techniques and the type of data that can be collected using each method.

Household travel and activity surveys provide the most complete data for impact analyses and can also

offer longitudinal study opportunities with follow-up surveys and panel analysis. However, these

surveys are generally costly and resource intensive and as a result, they are conducted infrequently (e.g.

Boston's last household travel survey was conducted in 1991).

On-board public transport and station surveys can provide good information regarding specific trip

information including origin and destination data. However, the length of the survey is limited by the

length of time on the public transport vehicle (or at the station) and the survey results may display

attitudinal selection biases.. Additionally, onboard surveys only provide information on current

customers.

Workplace, hotel, and special generator surveys are similar to household travel surveys but are used

instead to obtain information from employees or participants at their place of employment or the

location of their activity, respectively.



Table 3-2 Survey Techniques and Data Collected

Socioeconomic/demographic data 0 S S SP
on travelers and/or their
households
Revealed preference travel data
Travel diaries (multiple trips) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Activity diaries 0 G 0 0 0 0 0

On a specific trip 0 0 0 0
Attitudinal/perception data (rating,
rankings, allocation of points)
Knowledge data 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Opinion data/open-ended 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
questions

Stated response travel data (stated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
preference trade-off analysis)

Longitudinal (panel) data 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* Data commonly collected with this type of travel survey
o Data sometimes collected with this type of travel survey
0 Data could be collected with this type of survey but generally are not
O Data not collected with this survey method
Source: (Cambridge Systematics, 1996)

Costs, response rates, and data quality vary significantly based on the method that is employed and the

scope of the surveying effort. Response rates for on-board and intercept surveys generally range from

33 to 67 percent while response rates are typically below 20% from mail surveys and below 40% for

telephone surveys. Costs of on-board and intercept survey efforts can range from below $10,000

(small targeted surveys) to as high as $350,000. Surveys distributed by survey workers and filled out

and returned by riders range from $3 to $56 per completed survey. When on-board surveys are

distributed by bus operators, costs range from $13 to $22 per completed survey. On-board surveys

conducted using personal interviews range from $13 to $40 per completed survey. (Transportation

Reseach Board, 2005)



Table 3-3 presents a sample of household travel survey data collection efforts from around the United

States including the survey city, the survey method used, the type of travel diary and the sample size,

and the cost of each effort.

Table 3-3 Household Survey Sample SiZe and Cost

Albuquerque 1992 Mail Travel/1 day 2,UUU 313U,UUU )63
Atlanta 1991 Phone Travel/1 day 2,400 $225,000 $94
Baltimore 1993 Phone Travel/1 day 2,700 $400,000 $148
Boston 1991 Mail Activity/1 day 3,800 $360,000 $95
Buffalo 1993 Mail Travel/1 day 2,700 $180,000 $67
Chicago 1990 Mail Travel/1 day 19,314 $750,000 $39
Dallas/Ft. Worth 1996 Phone/mail Activity/1 day 6,000 $750,000 $125
Los Angeles 1991 Phone Activity/1 day 16,086 $1,300,000 $81
Milwaukee 1991 Phone/mail Travel/1 day 17,500 $1,200,000 $69
Pittsburgh 1990 Mail Travel/1 day 450 $33,000 $73
Salt Lake City 1993 Mail Activity/1 day 3,082 $300,000 $97
San Francisco 1990 Phone Travel/1, 3, 5 day 10,900 $900,000 $83
Tucson 1993 Phone Travel/1 day 1,913 $215,000 $112
Washington, D.C. 1994 Phone Travel/1 day 4,800 $585,000 $122
Source: (Cambridge Systematics, 1996)

As shown in the set of data above, household survey efforts costs range from $33,000 to $1.3 million

with cost per survey response ranging from $39 (Chicago) to $148 (Baltimore). Generally, phone

surveys cost more than mail surveys, averaging $73 per response and $107 per response, respectively.

Table 3-4 provides the frequency use by public transport agencies for each survey method.

Table 3-4 Surey Methodologies Used by Public TransportAgendes*

TeleUhone surveys 71 thod 56 13hoor SrvyMe

Web-based surveys 44 25 6

Mail surveys 38 17 8
Other 12 8 6
Source: (Transportation Reseach Board, 2005)
*Based on 52 Agency Responses



On-board and Intercept surveys are the most common type of survey method employed by public

transport agencies, most likely due to the higher response rate and the faster turnaround time. The

following section provides additional detail regarding public transport on-board surveys.

Public Transport On-Board Surveys

Public transport on-board surveys are used to collect data on public transport riders, their trip-making

characteristics and their perspective on the public transport service. They are generally administered

on-board or at stations or stops while the riders are waiting for the public transport vehicle to arrive.

Table 3-5 lists the data elements commonly included in public transport onboard surveys:

Table 3-5 Data Elements of Public Transport Onboard Sureys

Boarding and alighting bus-stop/rail station Household income
location Trip origin
Arrival and departure times Trip destination
Activity or trip purpose Access and egress mode
Bus routes/rail lines used for trip Fare payment type
Trip frequency Auto ownership
Auto availability Traveler age
Gender Occupation
Race, ethnicity, or nationality Household size

(Cambridge Systematics, 1996)

As shown in Table 3-5, public transport on-board surveys can be used to collect a great deal of

demographic and trip information including origin and destination data. As shown in Table 3-4, 77

percent of agencies use on-board surveys to collect trip origin and destination information. However,

there are many reasons why agencies choose to use alternative survey methodologies (see Table 3-6).

As shown in the table above, the inclusion of non-users is the most common reason for agencies to

use a different method of data collection. Representation concerns (sample size, system coverage,

response rates), resource availability (cost, staff, consultant), and data reliability are also common

concerns in using on-board surveys. Despite these concerns, 13 percent of the public transport

agencies surveyed do not employ alternative survey methods. For additional information about on-

board survey development and techniques, refer to TCRP Synthesis 63: On-Board and Intercept

Public Transport Survey Techniques.



Table 3-6 Reasons to Use a Survey Methodology Other Than an On-board or Intercept Survey

Need to include non-users in study 63
Ability to obtain a representative sample of the desired population 54
Length and/or complexity of survey 42
Ability to target specific routes, customer segments, etc. 25
Lower cost 23
Faster turnaround 21
Availability of consultant 19
Better information (accuracy, reliability, detail) from respondents 15
Higher response rate 8
Availability of staff 4
Other 2
Do not conduct other types of surveys 13
Source: (Transportation Reseach Board, 2005)

3.2.2. Public Transport Operations Data

Traditionally, public transport agencies have employed manual data collection techniques to collect

data related to operations and performance. These techniques collect a variety of data which describe

the operational performance of the public transport system. These data often assist public transport

agencies with tactical- and operational- level planning, but can also be used for strategic-level planning

when aggregated. The most common data collection techniques are listed below (Multisystems, 1985):

Ride Check - Typically performed by an individual riding the public transport vehicle, ride checks

record the number of passengers boarding and alighting along the route. Additional recorded data

includes arrival times at stations and stops or at selected points along the route. Measures derived

from these data include schedule adherence, boarding and alighting profile, maximum load location(s),

and maximum bus loads.

Point Check - Performed by an individual at a stop estimating the number of passengers on the vehicle

and recording the time the public transport vehicle passes that point. The "checker" is typically

located at peak load points, at the route termini, or at other critical points along the route. Measures

derived from the data collected include bus loads and schedule adherence.

Boarding Counts - Boarding counts are typically performed by the driver of the vehicle counting the

number of people boarding throughout the day. Boarding counts may be separated by fare category.

Measures derived from the data collected include daily ridership and ridership by time of day/trip or

fare category.



Farebox Reading - Farebox reading is typically performed by recording farebox/revenue readings before

and after every trip, driver run, or full day. Measures derived from the data collected include ridership

and revenue per trip and/or route.

Revenue Count - Revenue counts are performed by counting revenue in the farebox by bus and by

route. Measures derived from the data collected include revenue per day per route.

3.2.3. Census Data

The U.S. Census is a decennial demographic survey of households across the United States. The

Census asks a variety of questions including those related to household transportation activity.

Transportation related data is aggregated into the Census Transportation Planning Products (CTPP), a

special set of tabulations designed for transportation planners. Table 3-7 presents the three parts of

the CTPP.

CTPP data provides good information regarding mode use, travel time, journey start time, and origin-

destination information for the journey-to-work travel. CTPP data is intended to represent a "typical"

travel weekday and is used widely in transportation models since it offers one of the most

comprehensive data sets for transportation activity.

Table 3-7 Census Transportation Planning Pmduct Parts

Par Decito ReaedDt

One Residence end data summarizing Household size, number of
worker and household characteristics autos per household,
(Origin in journey-to-work) transportation mode to work,

travel time, and departure time

Two Place of work data summarizing Mode use to the destination
worker characteristics (Destination in end, travel time to destination,
journey-to-work) arrival time

Three Journey-to-work flow data Movements between origin and
destination in journey-to-work

While CTPP data offers a comprehensive data set for analysis and planning purposes, it does have

several shortcomings. CTPP data only includes direct journey-to-work trips and does not account for

other travel purposes. According to McGuckin and Srinivasan, work trips have declined from 25 to 16

percent of overall travel from 1969 to 2001 respectively.(McGuckin & Srinivasan, 2005) In addition,

The Census data is captured every ten years and CTPP data typically takes several years to process



after the data is captured. Transportation characteristics, particularly at a local level, can significantly

change over several years and thus the use of CTPP data may be outdated in some applications.

3.3.Summary of Traditional Data Collection Methods

While individual data collection methods cannot capture all data desired by public transport agencies,

combinations of methods developed into a data collection program can provide enough data to aid in

decision-making applications at the strategic-, tactical- , and operational-level evaluations. Table 3-8

summarizes the measures which can be calculated using traditional data collection methods.

Passenger demand, revenue, and service reliability can be measured using several of the data collection

methods. Some passenger behavior data and rider information such as demographic, attitude and

awareness can be collected only using passenger surveys.

3.4. Limitation of Traditional Data Collection Methods

There are significant limitations to traditional data collection methods including cost, lack of data

breadth and depth, and data reliability.

3.4.1. Cost

Traditional data collection methods require significant monetary and staff resources. On-board and

intercept surveys range in cost between $3 and $40 per completed survey while annual household

survey efforts cost between $39 and $148 per completed survey. Public transport operation data

collection costs can also be significant, both in terms of the actual data collection and post processing

time. In order to collect public transport operation data, public transport agencies need to provide a

significant number of staff for these counts or hire third-party vendors to conduct them. For larger

cities with substantial public transport networks and thousands of vehicles, manual data collection can

be a daunting task to plan and execute. Table 3-9 and Table 3-10 present the number of part-time

checkers and dedicated traffic clerking force who public transport properties employ to conduct

manual counts.



Table 3-8 Measures Using Traditional Data Collection Methods

Passenger Demand Ridership / I /

Passenger/mile V/ V

Passenger/hour _ / / V

Passenger/trip V V V I

Bus Loads Average bus load V V
Maximum bus load /

Peak bus load / V
Passenger Behavior Average passenger trip length V

Interchange activity

Access Distance
Trip Frequency V
Travel Time
Percent of transfers V V V V

Revenue Total Revenue V V
Revenue/mile V V V V
Revenue/hour V V V/
Revenue per passenger V V V

Service Reliability Percent of buses on-time V Vo V
Scheduled run time-actual run time Vo V V V

Rider Information Demographic Data V
Revealed Preference
Attitudinal V
Knowledge data V_ V
Opinion V

Stated Response V

Longitudinal (Panel) V

Origin Destination __ V
Source: Adapted from (Fijalkowski, 2010), (Multisystems, 1985), and (Bauer, 1981)

Table 3-9 Site of Part-Time Checker Force

None 58

1 to 5 39

6 to 11 6
12 to 20 2

Over 20 3
Total 108

Source: (Benn, 1995)



Table 3-10 Dedicated Trafic Clerking Force

None 75
Under 4 23
Over 4 10
Total d 108

Source: (Benn, 1995)

Approximately 47 percent of the properties surveyed employ one or more part-time checkers to

conduct manual counts and approximately 30 percent have one or more dedicated traffic clerks to

conduct manual counts. Approximately 70 percent of the responding properties include traffic

clerking tasks for service analysts and schedulemakers.

3.4.2. Breadth and Depth of Data

Due to the substantial resources that are required to collect public transport data using traditional

methods, many public transport agencies often opt to collect data infrequently and in small quantities

within their network. As shown in Table 3-3, a one-day household travel surveys cost a substantial

amount and is conducted infrequently as a result. Boston's activity-based household survey was

conducted in 1991 and has not been updated since. Substantial changes to the transportation

infrastructure occurred over the past two decades including the opening of the Boston Harbor Tunnel

(Ted Williams Tunnel), the opening of the Central Artery/Tunnel Project ("Big Dig"), the Silver Line

BRT, and Green Bush Commuter Rail line. In addition, significant changes to land use and

demographics over the last 20 years affect where people start and end their commutes and which

mode they use. Furthermore, this data only represents one day. It is unknown how well this day

represents a "typical" day.

Due to the high cost of manual collection of public transport operation data, bus route information

may be collected infrequently and for a single day. The time between a data collection effort for a

single bus route is often a year or more depending on the technique used. Almost 55 percent and

nearly 65 percent of properties report that they conduct weekday point checks and weekday ride

checks with a frequency of once per year or less. Saturday and Sunday manual counts are conducted

even less frequently (Benn, 1995). Furthermore, since this data is generally only captured for a single

day, it is unclear how representative it is. The data that is captured is intended to represent a "typical"



day but whether or not it does is uncertain without more frequent data collection. Infrequent data

collection makes it difficult to understand daily, weekly, seasonal or even annual trends in ridership.

3.4.3. Data Accuracy

Due to its dependence on humans to collect data, the data collected by traditional data collection

methods may be unreliable. Some data is intrinsically difficult to collect due to the positioning of the

individual making the observations. Table 3-11 lists some challenges in collecting data using traditional

data collection methods. Each of these challenges can contribute to the reliability of the data collected

by these methods.

Table 3-11 Challenges Collecting Data Using Traditional Methods

Traditional Data Collection Challenges in Collecting Data
Method
Point Checks * Passenger load observations made during point checks may be obscured

if the vehicle is fully occupied

e Issue exacerbated if articulated buses are used and passengers in
articulated section are not visible from outside the bus

Ride Checks * Boarding and alighting observations during ride checks might also be
obscured if the vehicle is fully occupied and the checker cannot observe
both doors at all times

e Issue exacerbated if articulated buses are used and passengers are
allowed to board or alight through any door

Driver Checks * Same challenges as Ride Checks, and cannot perform alighting
observations

o Data collection is not primary responsibility of driver; may affect
schedule adherence and/or data quality

Farebox Readings o May not include complete ridership numbers if passengers are not
required to validate fare due to seasonal passes or flash passes

Revenue Counts o Same challenges as Farebox Readings

o May not provide route specific information if bus is interlined between
routes

Passenger Surveys o Surveys may not be distributed to all passengers if surveyor is obstructed
due to full vehicle occupancy; particularly during peak period on key
route sections

o Questions may require clarification; different surveyors may provide
different interpretation

o Surveys may not be completed or returned and some response bias may
exist

o Too little time to complete if travel distance is short or survey is too
long

o Surveys not understood; non-native language speaker

o Disinterest

Source: Adapted from (Fijalkowski, 2010) and (Multisystems, 1985)



3.5.Automated Data Collection Systems

Many agencies around the world employ some form of ITS technology, also referred to as automated

data collection systems. The most common automated collection systems are automated fare

collection (AFC), automated vehicle location (AVL), and automated passenger counts (APC) systems.

Additionally, loadweigh systems on rail services are becoming more common. This section introduces

these automated data collection systems, their intended use in public transport agencies, and the

advantages and disadvantages of ADC systems over traditional methods for collecting data.

3.5.1. Types of Automated Data Collection Systems

This section provides general descriptions of these of each type of automated collection system.

Automated Fare Collection (AFC)

The AFC system's primary purpose is to monitor fare collection and revenue electronically for the

public transport agency. AFC systems maintain some record of individual fare transactions and either

use magnetic stripe paper tickets or plastic credit card-sized, computer chip embedded cards (called

Smart Cards). Both media have a stored value on the card representing the monetary amount that is

credited to or debited from depending on the type of transaction. AFC devices are generally installed

on buses in front of the vehicle adjacent to the driver and/or at the other public transport vehicle

door(s). In public transport systems which have stations with "paid areas", the AFC devices are

associated with gates or other barriers. For more information regarding AFC systems and their use in

public transport planning please refer to (Multisystems, Inc., 2003), (Lobron, 2003), (Gordillo, 2006),

(Hong, 2006), (Chan, 2007), and (Mistretta et al, 2009).

Automated Vehicle Location (AV/L)

AVL systems' primary purpose is to provide the location of a public transport vehicle at any point in

time to improve the safety and security of its passengers. AVL systems often use Global Positioning

Satellite (GPS) devices through which vehicles locations are determined from direct access to the GPS

satellites (e.g. buses) and/or use either physical electronic beacon signals where GPS is not available.

Data from AVL devices takes two forms: polling data which notes the location of the vehicle at some

designated interval, and event data which notes the time a vehicle performs a certain event or passes a

certain location. The impetus for the installation of many AVL systems is to provide auditory stop

information announcements, Automated Voice Annunciation System (AVAS), to serve their visually



impaired customers. Additionally, AVL systems improve the security of the passengers and operations

of the bus system. For additional information regarding AVL technology and its public transport

planning applications please refer to (Furth et al, 2006), (Parker D. , 2008), and (Mistretta et al, 2009).

Automated Passenger Counters (APC)

Unlike AFC and AVL systems, an APC systems' primary purpose is to capture passenger boarding and

alighting information on public transport vehicles for planning, evaluation, and other offline data

analysis. APC technology varies but the two most common technologies employed are infrared beams

and treadle mats installed at each door. Consecutive infrared beams are generally located waist high or

overhead at vehicle doors which register boardings and alightings whenever the beams are broken

(depending on the order which they are broken). Treadle mats are also located in the doors of public

transport vehicles and contain switches which close when the mat is stepped on. For additional

information regarding APC technology and its public transport planning applications see (Furth et al,

2006) and (Boyle D. , 2008).

'Loadweigh" Systems

"Loadweigh" systems refer to electronic systems which estimate the number of passengers on each rail

car based on measurement of the air pressure of the suspension system of the vehicle, using the

difference in the baseline weight of an empty vehicle and the weight of the vehicle in service. The

loadweigh system is primarily designed to be a sensor for braking and other vehicle operations. While

this system can be used to approximate the number of passengers aboard the vehicle, there is still

some expected error due to measurement error in the loadweigh systems itself and the variability in the

weight of individual passengers.(Frumin, 2010)

3.5.2. Costs of ADC Systems

ADC systems also require significant capital and resource investments. Every major capital investment

involve many factors which affect the final capital cost of the project including size and type of fleet,

the nature of the vendor selection and negotiation process (e.g., type of contract: low bid, two step or

negotiated), and vehicle/station/facility modifications to name a few (Multisystems, Inc., 2003). In

addition, implementing ADC systems is never a turn-key process. ADC system implementation

usually requires customization and integration with legacy data systems. In addition, installation of

GPS-enabled communication devices (AVL) and new fare boxes (AFC) would need to occur on each



vehicle and/or station which takes additional time and resources. Ten out of 14 agencies surveyed list

cost as a reason for not switching from manual to automated data collection (Boyle D. , 2008). The

following sections summarize the costs involved with the deployment of ADC systems.

AFC Systems

AFC system implementation requires coordination of many groups, internal and external of a public

transport agency (e.g. AFC system vendor, fares and ticketing, operations). In addition to capital costs,

operating costs increase as a result of AFC deployment (e.g. equipment maintenance, software license,

system support). TCRP Report 94 presents hypothetical AFC system deployment scenarios and

estimates the cost of each deployment. The following table presents a summary of the estimated costs

of AFC system deployment. A full line item cost table is provided in Appendix A.

Table 3-12 Estimated Cost ofAFC System Deplqyment'

Small Bus 100 Buses (2 20,000 One-time cost $823,653 $1,6517,400_
Agency in
regional fare
program

garages) Ongoing cost $247,913 $527,160

Total3 $1,071,565 $2,178,560

Bus and LRT 800 buses (4 200,000 One-time cost $14,061,190 $20,458,500
agency in garages) and 20 Ongoing cost $3,260,400 $6,534,588
regional LRT stations Total3  $17,321,590 $26,993,088
program I I I I

Source: (Multisystems, 2003)
1 Smart Card system
2 Costs in 2002$
3 First year of deployment

In some cases, additional analysts may need to be hired to process and run reports on data provided

daily by these systems; these costs are not included in Table 3-12. The planning benefits in using AFC

system data (i.e. reduction in manual data collection costs) are not included in the cost estimate above.

AFC system implementation is generally a part of a larger capital investment and long term agency

strategy.

AVL Systems

AVL system deployment costs vary significantly between agencies and depend upon many variables.

Costs include but are not limited to hardware (onboard equipment, workstations, server hardware),

mobile data communications enhancements, and employee training (Parker D. , 2008). TCRP
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Synthesis 73 summarizes 27 recent AVL deployment contracts awarded in the United States and

Canada between 2001 and 2007. The range of cost for the awarded contracts was from $801,385 to

$30,434,783 (median $7,300,000); while the fleet sizes range from 17 to 1,900 buses (median 356

buses). A calculated line of best fit for this data was developed with fleet size as the independent

variable and contract award as the dependent variable. The list of recent agency contract awards is

presented in Appendix A.

Contract Award = $17,577 (Fleet Size) + $2,506,759 (with an R2= 0.677) (3-1)

According to Equation 3-1, fixed costs for the deployment of an AVL system is approximately $2.5

million with a variable cost of approximately of $17,500 per equipped bus. Operating costs for the

AVL system were not provided in TCRP Synthesis 73. Some of the agencies reported having avoided

the need to hire additional dispatchers or supervisors; however, staff positions that required retraining

included operators, dispatchers, supervisors, maintenance technicians, IT staff, customer service, and

marketing (Parker D. J., 2008).

Using the hypothetical scenarios presented in TCRP Report 94 and Equation 3-1, the estimated cost

of AVL system deployment was calculated and presented in Table 3-13.

Table 3-13 Estimated Cost ofAVL System Deployment

Small Bus Agency in 100 Buses 20,000 One-time cost $4,264,459
re gonal fare ro am 2 ara es
Bus and LRT agency in 800 buses 200,000 One-time cost $16,568,359

regional program (4 gara es

Note: Does not include ongoing costs; only one-time capital costs

APC Systems

Deployment of APC systems also vary significantly between agencies. TCRP Synthesis 77 summarizes

the costs associated with APC system deployment. The reported capital costs for the APC systems

reviewed ranged from $90,000 to $40,000,000. Table 3-14 presents the median capital costs by

number of vehicles equipped.



Table 3-14 APC Median Capital Cost and Median Capital Cost Per Unit by Number of Vehicles Equipped

Less than 100 200,000 7,500 13
100-400 500,000 2,700 7
Over 400 1,800,000 1,100 3
Total sample 490,000 6,638 26
Source: (Boyle D. , 2008)

Based on a survey of 26 agencies, the average capital cost per APC unit is $7,500 (median $6,638; 26

agencies responding). The average annual operations and maintenance costs per APC unit is $1,458

(median $600; 11 agencies responding).

Using the hypothetical scenarios presented in TCRP Report 94 and the data presented above, the

estimated cost of APC system deployment was calculated and presented in Table 3-15.

Table 3-15 Estimated Cost ofAPC System Deployment

Av e rage
Weekdav Low Cost High Cost

# Vehicles' Ridership Cost Type Estimate2 Estimate3

Small Bus 100 Buses; 20,000
Agency in 30 buses
regional fare equipped
program

One-time cost $199,140 $225,000
Ongoing cost $18,000 $43,740

Total4 $217,140 $268,740

Bus and LRT 800 buses; 200,000 One-time cost $1,593,120 $1,800,000
agency in 240 buses Ongoing cost $144,000 $349,920
regional equipped Total4  $1,737,120 $2,149,920
program I I I I I

1 Assumed 30 percent of buses in fleet equipped with APC
2 Low cost estimate: Based on $6,638 median capital cost per APC unit, $600 median annual O/M cost per

APC unit
3 High cost estimate: Based on $7,500 average capital cost per APC unit, $1,458 average annual O/M cost per

APC unit
4 First year of deployment

3.6.Use of ADC Systems in Public Transport Planning

With the exception of the APC system, all of the ADC systems listed above do not have

transportation service and planning as its primary purpose. However, it is clear that the data collection

possibilities for these systems are many and that they can potentially replace or supplement traditional

data collection methods. In many cases, these data sources can be combined to provide even richer

data.



Even more so than traditional methods, ADC data needs to be cleaned and formatted in order to be

useful for planning purposes. In many cases, these data are imported into a relational database for

query and synthesis. Table 3-16 presents measures which can be calculated using ADC data sources

singly or in combination.

Table 3-16 Measures Using Automatic Data Collection Methods

Passenger
Demand

Kiaersip Y
Passenger/mile V /

Passenger/hour / V/ V

Passenger/trip V VV
Boardings and alightings by stop + +

Vehicle Loads Average load VV
Maximum load V V
Average passenger-experienced load V VV
Percent of overcrowded vehicle V V V

Passenger Average passenger trip length V V
Behavior Interchange activity V V

Access Distance V
Trip Frequency

Travel Time

Percent of transfers V
Revenue Total Revenue

Revenue/mile
Revenue/hour

Revenue per passenger
Revenue by stop V

Service Percent of buses on-time V
Reliability Scheduled run time-actual run time V

Average and total excess wait time
Reliability buffer time

Percent of big gaps in service

Percent of bunched intervals V
Rider Demographic Data

Information Revealed Preference

Attitudinal
Knowledge data

Opinion
Stated Response
Longitudinal (Panel)
Origin Destination V

Source: Adapted from (Fijalkowski, 2010), (Multisystems, 1985), and (Bauer, 1981)
+ Combined to infer boardings and alightings

........................................................................................................... .. .. ................. ...................... .. .... ................................................... . ... . .... ........ . .........



The highlighted measures are additional measures that would be infeasible or difficult to measure using

traditional data collection methods but can be measured using the breadth and depth of automatically

collected data.

While none of the ADC systems can measure all of the metrics of interest on their own, a combination

of the four can cover all of the metrics with the exception of rider information. Passenger surveys

continue to be the best way to collect rider information. Outside of rider information, it is clear that

ADC systems provide excellent data sources to measure first and second order impacts related to the

implementation of new public transport infrastructure or changes in service. ADC system data can

also provide a breadth and depth of data that manual counts can only provide at a high cost. Some

limitations and challenges to using ADC Systems for metrics estimation follow.

3.6.1. Limitations and Challenges in Using ADC System Data

While there are clear benefits to using ADC Systems to estimate performance metrics, the use of these

systems come with some limitations. First, the primary function of ADC systems is not always to

provide transport performance metrics. As such, the data that is represented by the ADC systems may

be prone to systemic data errors. For example, AFC systems collect transaction data at stations or on

vehicles for those passengers using AFC compatible fare medium; however, should a passenger pay

with an alternative fare (such as cash), these transactions may not be adequately captured by the AFC

system. As such, a factor taking into account fare penetration rate is required to scale the AFC data to

estimate ridership totals.

ADC systems cannot provide detailed demographic information on passengers such as gender, age or

trip purpose. Demographic, purpose and preference data is best captured by manual surveys.

3.6.2. Contrasts between ADC and Traditional Data Collection Methods

Automatically collected data has significant advantages of data collected through traditional means.

The following section contrasts the two data collection methods (see Table 3-17) summarizes these

contrasts.



Table 3-17 Contrast Between Traditional Data Collection Methods andADC Systems

Infrequent Route by Route coverage System-wide Coverage

High marginal cost for additional day or route Low marginal cost
coverage
Limited capital costs High capital costs for new systems

Single "typical" day data set Can discern weekly and seasonal differences

Typically no weekend, late night, or special event 24-hour, 7 day per week coverage
coverage
No constant temporal coverage Can discern ridership changes due to system or

service changes over days, weeks, months, and/or
years

Data errors may vary based on many factors Data errors are consistent and can often be detected
through automated "data cleaning" procedures

Potential transcription issues/errors Data already in digital format, processing can be
automated

Data counts paid for and owned by purchasing Data may belong to third party or other agency

agency department

Data collected for planning purposes and ready to Data collection for planning purposes may be

transcribe and process auxiliary function and may not be in ready to use
format

Surveys can be customized to collect rider Cannot collect rider information including
information demographic information, revealed preference,

attitudinal, awareness, opinion, stated preference

Scaled based on response rate, sample size AFC data may need to be scaled based on fare
medium penetration rates

Source: Adapted from (Zhao, 2004)(Fijalkowski, 2010)

ADC systems can provide a breadth and depth of data for the estimation of performance metrics. It

offers wider system physical and temporal coverage than traditional data collection methods.

However, data from ADC systems need to "cleaned" and calibrated to other data sources to ensure

their output is representative of system activity. Overall difference in costs of data collection methods

is unclear. On one hand, manual data collection methods require employment of temporary,

permanent, and/or third-party data gatherers or require agency employees to conduct counts. While

ADC systems do not require data gatherers, data management and interpretation may require the

employment of analysts. In addition, capital costs of ADC systems are significant and are generally

purchased as part of a larger information technology investment (Boyle D. , 2008).

3.7.Summary

Automatically collected data is a rich resource for impact analyses. ADC sources can yield similar

information and metrics as traditional data collection methods. With ADC systems, public transport

agencies now have the ability to look at station/stop, route, or system-wide information over any



period of time. Planners now can discern weekly and seasonal differences as well as analyze periods

which were traditionally not counted (late night, weekends, and special events) due to costs constraints.

While working with ADC data can pose some challenges, the potential benefits that can be obtained

are many and significant.

For impact analyses, differences between traditional data collection methods and ADC sources are

significant. The range and breadth of data from ADC sources allows impact analysts a look at system-

wide changes due to changes in system infrastructure instead of just carefully targeted areas, routes, or

public transport lines. Additionally, the frequency at which ADC data can be captured and monitored

allows evaluators to see changes in behavior temporally and potentially indefinitely. While ADC

systems cannot provide some valuable rider information including demographic information, stated

preferences, attitudes, awareness, and opinions (passenger surveys still provide the best source of these

data type), individual passenger "panel" trip activity can be monitored if the right type of data is

captured by the AFC system. The following chapter provides a framework for using ADC data to

conduct impact analyses on the East London Line Extension project and methods for using TfL ADC

data to estimate performance metrics.



Chapter 4

PROJECT BACKGROUND, ANALYSIS METRICS AND METHODS

This chapter presents a brief overview of the public transport system in London and a description of

the East London Line Extension project. Impact analysis metrics which can be estimated using ADC

system data are presented and the specific metrics used for the impact analysis of the East London

Line are introduced. Characteristics and operational features of ADC system data are often unique to

the agency and system, and the attributes of the data collected from Transport for London (TfL) for

this impact analysis are reviewed. In addition, analysis techniques used in the East London Line

impact analysis are presented.

4.1.London Background

London is world-class capital city located in southeast England, United Kingdom (UK). The

population of greater London is approximately 7.6 million as of 2007, living within approximately 610

square miles (1,579 square kilometers) (Transport for London, 2009a). London is governed by the

Greater London Authority (GLA) whose primary executive is the Mayor of London, a popularly

elected official with a wide range of powers over the city's transportation agency, including strategic

direction, board appointments, and fiscal responsibilities. The city's transportation agency, Transport

for London (TfL), manages much of London's transportation system including roadway infrastructure,

the congestion charging scheme, and local public transport.

4.1.1. Overview of Public Transport in London

The London public transport system served over 11 million "journey stages"2 per day in

2007(Transport for London, 2009a). The system integrates several modes including regional rail

(National Rail, Overground), metro (Underground), light rail (DLR, TramLink), and buses (London

Buses). The following sections provide brief descriptions of each of these modes.

2 A journey stage refers to component parts of a complete trip between transport mode interchanges.
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National Rail

National Rail is a system of inter-city and regional passenger rail services operated in the UK by

approximately 29 privately-owned train operating companies (TOCs). Radial inter-city and regional

rail lines extend from London and serve 318 stations with approximately 1 billion total entries and

exits annually within Greater London (Office of Rail Regulation, 2009). Each TOC operates

according to a competitively bid franchise agreement for a defined term let by the UK Department for

Transport (DfT).

London Overground

The London Overground (Overground) is a suburban network of generally above-ground rail services

managed by TfL and operated by London Overground Rail Operations Ltd (LOROL), a TOC. The

Overground serves approximately 33.4 million passenger journeys annually (Frumin, 2010)

(approximately 200,000 passenger journeys per day (Transport for London, 2010i)) and by 2011 will

pass through 20 of London's 33 boroughs (Transport for London, 2010f). The Overground is

described in more detail in Section 4.2.

London Underground

The London Underground (Underground) is a 140-year-old metro system serving approximately 1

billion passenger journeys per year (approximately 3.5 million passenger journeys are made each

weekday) over 11 lines serving 270 stations. The Underground network is approximately 249 miles

(402 kn) long of which 45 percent is underground(Transport for London, 2010d). The Underground

is owned, operated, and managed by TfL.

Docklands Light Rail (DLR)

The DLR is a light rail system that carries approximately 70 million passenger journeys a year

providing access to East London and the Canary Wharf financial area serving 40 stations over 21 mile

(34 kin) of track. The DLR is owned and managed by TfL London Rail and is operated by Serco

Docklands and three concessionaires (Transport for London, 2010b).

Croydon TramLink

Croydon TramLink is a light rail system carrying approximately 31 million passenger journeys per year

serving a 17 mile (28 km) network with 39 tram stops over three lines in South London. Service is



operated by Croydon Tramlink, part of TfL. It serves the Croydon area of London and provides

access to seven national rail stations and the Wimbledon Underground station. (Transport for London,

2009b)

London Buses

The London bus network carries approximately six million passengers daily on over 700 routes using

almost 7,000 buses every weekday (Tranport for London, 2010e). London Buses is managed by TfL

and operations are provided byl 8 private bus operators under performance-based concession

contracts.

4.1.2. London Public Transport Fare Policy

The fare structure for public transport services in London is complex. Fares for London rail services

are zone based with zones forming concentric circles around Central London. Rail fares are based on

the number of zones a journey passes through and the journey's proximity to Central London; the

highest fares are assessed to journeys which include Zone 1 (Central London). Fares are also time-of-

day based with higher fares being assessed during peak commuting hours. Bus fares also have higher

fares during peak commuting hours but fares are assessed on a per boarding basis and not based on

distance or zonal travel.

Interchanges are free between rail services with the exception of interchanges between National Rail

and other rail services. Interchanges between bus and rail modes are not free and there is no discount

for these types of interchanges on single trip tickets.

TfL offers "pay as you go" (PAYG) and travelcard ticket types. PAYG allows users to add stored

value to their Oyster card and use it as needed with each journey deducting the proper amount from

the stored value on the card. "Price capping" is offered for PAYG customers and under this scheme

the Oyster system stops charging the customer once a maximum charge per day is reached.

Travelcards offer unlimited use of services within a set of restrictions. These restrictions vary based on

validity period (e.g. weekly or monthly) and zonal use. Different combinations of restrictions are

offered at different price points, the less the restrictions the higher the price.

In January 2010, TfL extended the reach of the Oyster system to most of the National Rail network

through a program called the Oyster eXtension to National Rail (OXNR) project.



4.2.East London Line Extension Project

The East London Line Extension (ELLX) project has several objectives including improving

accessibility to areas of London that had been poorly served by public transport, providing integrated

orbital rail service between north, east, and south London, integrating Overground services with bus,

light rail, and tram services, and providing additional capacity on an underutilized rail crossing of the

Thames (Transport for London, 2006). The project was broken up into several phases. Phase 1 of the

project rehabilitated and extended what had been the Underground's East London Line both

northward and southward and incorporated it into the Overground network. Phase 1 of the ELLX

project opened on April 27, 2010 with limited service and full service began on May 23, 2010 (British

Broadcasting Company, 2010). Phase 2a, scheduled for completion in early 2011, extends the East

London Line from Dalston Junction to Highbury & Islington to provide additional connectivity to

National Rail service, the Underground's Victoria Line and the Overground's North London Line.

Phase 2b, currently scheduled for completion in 2012, extends the East London Line from Surrey

Quays to Clapham Junction, a terminus on the Overground's West London Line, through south

London, to complete the Overground's orbital rail service. The following section provides additional

details about the infrastructure and operational changes.

4.2.1. Infrastructure

Until 2007, the East London Line was part of the Underground network running from Shoreditch

station in the north, under the Thames River, to New Cross and New Cross Gate to the south (see

Figure 4-1). Phase 1 of the ELLX included construction of four new stations at Shoreditch High

Street, Hoxton, Haggerston and Dalston Junction north of Whitechapel station. In addition,

Overground service is extended south from New Cross Gate to Crystal Palace and West Croydon

along existing National Rail lines. Stations along this line were previous managed by the Southern

TOC and management of these stations was subsequently transferred to TfL's London Overground

concession LOROL in September 2009. New rail and signal infrastructure was upgraded along the

entire line to meet Network Rail standards (Department for Transport, 2008). Figure 4-1 shows the

existing East London Line and the planned East London Line extensions.



Figure 4-1 East London Line Extension Project
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4.2.2. Operations

Previous Underground East London Line service between New Cross Gate to Whitechapel and New

Cross to Whitechapel provided five trains per hour (tph) on each route for a combined 10 trains per

hour along the trunk of the service (or one train every six minutes). (Transport for London, 2006)
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Underground trains had a capacity of 712 passengers (4-car Metropolitan A60-stock). (Transport for

London, 2010a) The new service provided by the Overground has the following frequencies

e 4 tph from Dalston Junction to New Cross

e 4 tph from Dalston Junction to Crystal Palace

* 4 tph from Dalston Junction to West Croydon

These services provide a combined frequency of 12 tph on the trunk of service between Surry Quays

and Dalston Junction. Train capacity has remained about the same at 705 passengers per 4-car train.

In preparation for construction, Underground service on the East London Line was suspended in

December 2007. Replacement bus service was offered connecting Whitechapel to Wapping via

Shadwell north of the Thames River and New Cross Gate to Canada Water via New Cross and Surrey

Quays south of the Thames River. River crossings were made using the DLR, Underground (Jubilee,

Northern Lines), or other bus services over London Bridge. All replacement bus service was

withdrawn in May 2010.

4.2.3. East London Line Connectivity

The East London Line has several key interchange locations with important connections to the rest of

the public transport network (see Figure 4-1). The East London Line connects to the Underground at

Whitechapel (District and Hammersmith and City lines) and Canada Water (Jubilee Line), DLR at

Shadwell, and TramLink at West Croydon. The East London Line also overlaps and connects with

National Rail service at six stations: New Cross, New Cross Gate, Crystal Palace, Norwood Junction,

and West Croydon. In addition, approximately 120 bus routes pass within 1,000 meters of an East

London Line station.

4.3.Impact Analysis Metrics

Once the scope of the impact analyses is determined the specific metrics can be defined. The

availability of automatically collected data provides a wealth of data to measure changes over time and

at different levels of aggregation. While different public transport or transportation agencies may

traditionally use different metrics to measure service impacts, the following sections summarize major

categories of metrics and present how automated data collection systems can be used to estimate these

metrics.



4.3.1. Passenger Demand Metrics

Passenger demand metrics measure the number of passengers using a given public transport service

over a certain period of time. When a new public transport service is introduced, passenger demand is

the most common metric developed to describe the growth or change in ridership over time. In

addition, passenger demand metrics are generally used to compare against forecast values previously

estimated by transportation models as part of the project planning and justification process. For

example, the FTA requires the measurement of passenger demand as one of the key metrics in their

Before andAfter study (Federal Transit Administration, 2000). The following section discusses methods

to measure passenger demand using automated data collection systems.

Gateine and Farebox Data

Rail station gateline and bus farebox data are typically good sources to measure aggregate passenger

demand for public transport services. These capture the people entering or exiting a station or paying

a fare on a bus. In many public transport systems, different fare media are accepted for travel

including smart cards, paper tickets and cash. In most cases, these sources provide a count of the

people using the public transport services regardless of the fare medium used.

While these data provide good information regarding the use of the public transport service, there are

some qualifications, particularly with regard to rail gatelines, which warrant discussion. Gateline data

can provide entry and/or exit information for each station; however, stations may provide access to

several rail lines. For example, King's Cross St. Pancras Underground station provides access to six

different Underground lines. Entry data at the gateline level cannot provide the distribution of the

entries or exits to/from the different rail lines. In this case, additional information such as origin

destination data or proportional distribution of passengers derived from manual surveys or counts

must be employed to distribute gateline counts to specific rail lines.

In addition, stations that are interchange points often have interchanges occurring "behind the gates".

Using only gateline data to determine passenger demand would not account for passengers on the line

that did not enter the public transport system at a station on the public transport line being studied.

Passenger Demand Estimation Method Using Automated Fare Collection Systems

Automated Fare Collection (AFC) Systems capture fare transaction information. The type of data

collected by the AFC system vary significantly based on the AFC system deployed and can vary based



on the mode on which the transaction took place. In some cases, only entry transactions are required

of rail passengers (e.g. New York City Transit, Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority) while in

other cases both entry and exit fare control exists for rail service (e.g. Washington D.C. Metropolitan

Transportation Authority and Transport for London). AFC systems on buses typically only require

entry control3.

How well AFC entry or boarding data can represent ridership on a rail line or bus route depends on a

number of different factors. First, the penetration rate of the AFC fare medium should be accounted

for when using AFC data to estimate total ridership on a public transport line or route. AFC systems

use fare media such as smart cards or magnetic tickets; however, buses or stations may also accept

other payment methods such as cash or some other medium where the transaction is not represented

in the AFC system data.

In addition, some bus or public transport systems do not require all passengers to validate their ticket

or card, especially if it is an unlimited us period "pass". For example, bus users with season travel

cards in London are not required to validate their cards when they enter buses. In Boston, some

drivers during peak hours do not require monthly LinkPass holders to validate their cards in order to

expedite boarding on the Green Line light rail service. Penetration rates and un-validated rider rates

are unique to each public transport system but should be accounted for when using AFC taps to

determine ridership; otherwise, ridership estimates based on AFC data will under count actual

ridership on these services.

As discussed above, AFC data does not include the riders who interchange "behind the gates" of rail

stations. For AFC systems with entry taps, the number of interchanging riders can be estimated if an

origin-destination seed matrix is available (e.g. from survey data) and expanded through an iterative

proportional fitting process using entry and exit gate totals as the control totals(Norman, 1999). If

origin and destination taps are available (e.g. TfL Oyster card system), the number of interchanges and

where these interchanges take place can be estimated using route choice models or using a method

such as the one to be presented in Section 4.6.2.

3 There are few exceptions including San Sebastian and Salt Lake City where both entry and exit control are required.
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4.3.2. Passenger Flow

Passenger loads are the number of passengers on a bus or train over a period of time. Estimating peak

passenger flows is crucial for service planning and determining whether the agency is providing

sufficient public transport capacity on a given route during a period of time. To analyze passenger

flows, boarding and alighting counts at all stops/stations need to be determined or inferred. The

methods to infer boarding and alighting locations for bus and rail modes using AFC data will be

described in detail in Section 4.6.1.

4.3.3. Interchange Activity and Trip Distribution

Understanding interchange activity is also important since it not only demonstrates the interaction

between modes and public transport lines but also helps to determine the locations of high platform

traffic and to determine if the facilities at major interchange points are sufficient to accommodate the

anticipated level of activity. In addition, understanding interchange activity helps explain the travel

patterns within a specific geographic region or system-wide. According to Vuchic, "All public

transport systems offering all-day area-wide services rely heavily on passenger transfers among lines

and modes [...] Inadequate transfer arrangements usually create major obstacles to present passengers

and discourage potential passengers from using public transport."(Vuchic, 2005)

Interchange activity can be derived from origin and destination data. While some AFC systems

capture origin and destination taps, many only collect origin taps. If tap-in/tap-out information is not

included in the data set produced by the AFC system, destinations can be inferred using an established

origin-destination seed matrix; however, if the goal of the analysis is to see how interchange activity

has changed due to a service improvement (i.e. development of a new origin-destination seed matrix),

this method cannot be used without obtaining a new seed matrix. Although manual surveys can be

used to establish a seed O-D matrix AFC transactions can be used to update the prior O-D matrix

using IPF. If the AFC system provides tap-in/tap-out information, the number and location of

interchanges can usually be inferred and can provide a useful seed matrix.

Interchange analysis can help define activity between rail journey stages (e.g. interchanges between

light rail and heavy rail) or between modes (e.g. interchanges between bus to light rail). Interchanges

between rail journey segments often occur "behind the gates" and are accounted for by single rail

transactions. Interchanges between bus and rail journey stages are accounted for by two transactions



in many AFC systems and thus some full journey inference needs to occur prior to analyzing

interchange activity.

4.3.4. Journey Mode Combinations

AFC data are typically disaggregated by public transport mode. While analyses using AFC data do not

include modes not captured by the AFC system (auto, walk, bicycle, etc.), it can show changes in use

within the public transport modes captured by the AFC system. Since station entries and bus

boardings are counted as two separate transactions within the AFC system, there will be fields within

the transaction data which denotes which mode the transaction occurred on. In many cases, bus and

rail fares also differ and are recorded as such.

AFC transaction data may represent individual journey stages, combinations of journey stages, or full

journeys. In its simplest representation, a transaction can represent a full journey using the bus.

However, an individual whose full journey consists of a bus trip, transfer to light rail, and transfer to

heavy rail may be represented by two transactions (i.e. when they boarded the bus and when they

entered the light rail system if their interchange between light rail and heavy rail is "behind the gate")

even though their full journey consists of three distinct modes. In this case, mode use can be

disaggregated into distinct journey stages or combined to represent the full journey (inference of full

journeys is discussed later in this chapter).

Disaggregation into distinct journey stages requires an understanding of origin-destination patterns in

order to determine interchanges between modes on multi-stage journeys represented by single

transactions. Once disaggregation into journey stages is complete, mode use by journey stage can be

tabulated.

4.3.5. Journey Frequency

Journey frequency is a passenger behavior metric which estimates how often riders use public

transport or how often they used a specific public transport mode. Increases in public transport

journey frequency may indicate that people are using public transport for trips other than basic

commute journeys which can be a proxy indicator of convenience or increased accessibility to activity

centers. It also can be used to estimate how much latent (new) demand is generated by a service

improvement.



Journey frequency can be measured either at the journey stage level or the full journey level. However,

increases in the frequency of the number of journey stages may not reflect an increase on how often a

passenger travels. For example, it may be an indicator that the rider requires an additional interchange

when using a new service. Thus the best indicator of increase in public transport use after an

improvement is introduced is the measure of full journey frequency which will be described in Section

4.6.1.

4.3.6. Travel Time

Journey times are an important metric within an impact analysis. Journey times can vary significantly

between origin and destination points before and after the implementation of a public transport

improvement.

Journey time can be calculated if the full journey origin and destination are known and if the entry and

exit times into and out of the public transport system can be determined. Entry times into the public

transport system can be estimated using AFC transaction times. Transaction times are typically

recorded in AFC systems and provide a reasonable proxy for entry time into the public transport

system4.

System exit times are generally not as straight forward to estimate. In the case where the journey ends

with a rail journey segment with tap-out required by the AFC system, journey travel time can be

obvious but if the final journey segment ends on a bus or occurs at a rail station without required tap-

out, additional processing may be required to determine the system exit time. Recent research using

bus origin-destination inference to determine full journeys provides the alighting time for bus journey

segments. These alighting times can be used as the system exit time if the final journey segment is on

bus. A similar origin-destination inference method can be applied for AFC systems that require tap-in

but not tap-out for rail services to determine exit times.

Although important, travel times were not analyzed as part of this preliminary impact analysis.

4 While transaction times provide a reasonable proxy for entry time into the public transport system, wait time is not directly
included for journeys which start with a bus segment. Wait time and platform access time are included in rail journey
segments.



4.3.7. Service Reliability

Service reliability can be measured using AVL system data and is an important metric to determine as

part of an impact analysis. Reliability metrics can take advantage of the large data sample available

through AVL system data and can measure the impact of unreliability on customer service.

Measurement of service reliability before and after an implemented improvement can help explain why

passengers switch between modes. In the case of the East London Line, it is expected that some

public transport system users will switch from a slower, less reliable service (bus) to a faster, more

reliable service (heavy rail). Recent research (Fijalkowski, 2010 and Ehrlich, 2010) address how ADC

data can be used to measure service reliability.

Even though they can be important, service reliability metrics were not included in this preliminary

impact analysis.

4.4.TfL Data Sources

This section provides a brief description of the ADC systems used as source data for this analysis of

the East London Line and the data provided by each system.

4.4.1. Oyster Smart-Card Ticketing System

The Oyster system is a contactless smart card ticketing system introduced in 2003 (Transport for

London, 2010h). TfL's zonal fare policy requires most rail passengers to "tap" their cards upon entry

to and exit from the rail system. As such, Oyster data includes the entry and exit stations for each trip,

thus recording the origin and destination within the rail system. Since bus passengers are only required

to tap their cards on boarding, Oyster bus transaction data represents a boarding on a specific route at

a specific time (identified by the card reader device ID) but does not record the boarding location.

Complete multi-modal journeys involving bus and rail segments are not linked or summarized within

the Oyster system. For example, if a complete journey included a bus journey stage, to Underground

journey stage, to Overground journey stage, to another bus journey stage, the journey would be

recorded as three separate Oyster journey stages. The bus journey stages are recorded as individual

transactions and the rail journey (Underground or Overground) is normally captured as one

transaction (unless an out-of-station transfer is required). Regardless, the Oyster system provides a

large volume of data and a wealth of passenger journey information with each transaction including:



* An Oyster card identification number which uniquely identifies each Oyster card. In order to

maintain passenger privacy, an encrypted (randomly modified) Oyster card number is used in

this analysis. For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that the Oyster card number

represents a single passenger.

" Station and time of entry into the system. The bus entry time and route are captured for each

transaction but the stop identification for each transaction is not known within the current

Oyster system.

* Station and time of exit from the system (only for rail journey stages)

e Date of the journey stage

* Fare and ticket type information

" Entry and exit zone (for rail journeys)

* Bus route ID, run number, bus number, and route direction (only for bus journeys)

While Oyster data provides strong support for the metrics presented above, there are several nuances

concerning Oyster data which should be recognized at the outset:

* Other fare media can be used to pay for travel on the public transport system which is not

included in the Oyster transaction data. Oyster accounts for approximately 80 percent of the

trips within the London public transport system but this penetration rate varies across stations

and lines.(Transport for London, 2010h) Gateline counts are available for Underground and

some Overground stations to get control totals for all travel.

* Some rail stations are ungated or do not require exit validation for unlimited use travelcard

users.

" London buses do not require tap-in validation for non-Oyster unlimited use travelcard users.

Some bus routes use articulated buses which have three doors and require self-validation.

Travelcard users, whether using paper ticket or Oyster card media, do not typically tap-in.

* Oyster transaction times are currently recorded only to the minute. A scheduled upgrade to

the Oyster system (in 2011) will include seconds in each record but the data used for this

analysis does not.

The Oyster data used for this analysis was provided by the TfL Fares and Ticketing group. One

hundred percent of all Oyster transaction data was provided for several weeks prior to and after the



reopening of the East London Line. Approximately 9 to 10 million transactions are recorded per day.

While data was available for every day of the week for each week data was pulled, this analysis only

analyzed data from Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to reflect "typical" weekday behavior.

4.4.2. iBus Automated Vehicle Location Data

iBus is an AVL system provided to TfL by Trapeze Software Inc. installed on all buses operating in

London and using GPS technology to monitor the location of the buses on the network. Several

pieces of information are captured by the iBus system including:

" The arrival and departure times at a stop which are generally measured 50 m upstream and 30

m downstream of the bus stop respectively

* Time and GPS coordinates when the bus opens and closes its doors

The iBus system is used by London Buses for several passenger information functions including on-

board passenger stop announcements and "countdown" signs (showing minutes until next bus

arrives) installed at key bus stops throughout the network to provide real-time expected bus arrival

time information for passengers waiting at these stops. The iBus system also provides information to

service controllers and planners to determine route performance and schedule adherence in real time

and using archived data. Additional information on iBus is available in (Ehrlich, 2010) and (Transport

for London, 2010c).

iBus data was extracted for two days (one prior to the ELLX opening, one after the opening). Using

the methodology outlined in Section 4.6.1, boarding and alighting locations were inferred for several

routes and the results will be presented in Chapter 5.

4.4.3. Data Archiving and Storage

Table 4-1 provides the dates for which Oyster and iBus was extracted from TfL's main transaction

database and subsequently imported into the project MySQL relational database.

Additional access to iBus data became available late in December 2010 for this type of analysis,

however much of the analysis was complete. Comparison of bus activity, bus loading, and journey

development in future analyses will benefit greatly from analysis using more recent comprehensive

iBus data.



Table 4-1 Data Used

March 16 - 18, 2010 April 21, 2010

April 20 - 22,2010 June 16, 2010

June 2 - 4 2009

June 15 - 17, 2010

July 13 - 15, 2010

August 16 - 18, 2010

September 15 - 17, 2009

September 14 - 16, 2010

October 12 - 14, 2010

4.5.Linking Key Metrics and Related TfL Data Sources

As described in Chapter 3, ADC systems can be used to calculate many key performance metrics.

These metrics can be analyzed to understand the impacts of significant modifications to a public

transport system. Based on TfL ADC systems this section presents the key metrics used to determine

the impacts of the ELLX Phase 1on the public transport system and the TfL data sources used to

calculate each metric.

Determining which metrics to use to measure the key first and second order impacts is an important

part of any impact analysis. Critical to this decision is what data are available. Table 4-2 presents the

impact order, the metrics, the analysis level, the category, and the data sources used to calculate these

metrics for this impact study.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, passenger information such as demographic and attitudinal information is

best captured using passenger surveys. Some surveys were conducted separately by London Rail prior

to and after the opening of the ELL (Accent, 2010), but analyses of these surveys is largely outside the

scope of this analysis.

4.6.Analysis Methods

Public transport agencies can use the metrics shown in Table 4-2 to measure the changes associated

with the introduction of infrastructure or other service improvements. Since AFC systems were

designed to collect and process fare transaction information, some additional data processing is



Table 4-2 Key Metrics and Data Sources

Average Daily Weekday journey
Stages
Average Daily Weekday
Overground Jurney Staes
Oyster Daily journey Stage
Percentage Mode Share
Averae Daily Passengers
Percentage of New journeys on

Public Transport

Peak Flow

Interchange Activity
journey Trip Distribution
Number of Stops Travelled

Average Number of Stops
Travelled from Station
Boardings and Alightings at ELL
Stations
Top-1 0 Origin Destination Pairs

Second Order Imtpacts
Average Daily Weekday Bus
Journey Stages
Percent Difference in Bus Route

Boardings
Bus Route Flow Percentage
Difference
Journey Frequency of Use

ELL Panel Average Daily Journey
Stages
Complete Journey Mode Use

" System

" System

" System

e Line

" Line

" Line

* Interchange

" Interchange

" Line

" Line

e Station

" Station

e System

e Route

e Bus Stop

* Panel

9 Panel

* Panel

" Ridership

" Ridership

" Mode Share

" Ridership

" Ridership

* Load

e Ridership

* Trip Distribution

* Load

e Load

* Ridership

* Ridership
\ ~

* Ridership

* Ridership

* Load

* journey Frequency

* Journey Frequency

* journey Frequency

" Oyster

" Oyster

" Oyster

e Oyster

e Oyster
" Survey
" Oyster

" Oyster

" Oyster

" Oyster
* Oyster

" Oyster

e Oyster

* Oyster

" Oyster + iBus

* Oyster

" Oyster

e Oyster

required to get the data to the appropriate state where these metrics can be directly estimated.

Furthermore, there are additional techniques which can help isolate subpopulations of users to focus

the analysis on changes to the affected population and to help establish causality. The following

sections describe some of these techniques.

4.6.1. Origin and Destination Inference

Determining journey origin and destination is important to estimate certain impact analysis metrics

(e.g. passenger flows, interchange activity and trip distribution). Since the Oyster system requires entry
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and exit transactions on the rail system, Oyster data provides origin and destination stations for each

rail journey (segment). Interchange locations within the rail system are not provided in the Oyster data

and these are inferred using the method presented in Section 4.6.2. Origin and destination stops for

bus journeys are not included in Oyster transaction data however a method was used to infer bus

journeys origins and destinations as described below.

Bus Origin and Destination Inference

While heavy rail transactions generally occur at turnstiles at fixed locations (i.e. stations), many bus and

light rail transactions occur on-board vehicles which do not have fixed locations. Additionally, most

bus and light rail AFC systems do not require alighting validation. As such, AFC data collected from

these transactions typically include route and a time stamp data but do not include boarding or

alighting stop information. As such, a way to infer bus journey origins and destinations would provide

information which would help derive bus flows and potentially help with interchange inference.

Recent research projects have developed methods to help infer boarding and alighting locations by

using a combination of AFC and AVL data as described below.

Origin Inference

As presented in Chapter 3, AVL data captures time and location information of a given bus at key

locations along the route (e.g. at bus stops). AFC data typically includes various levels of vehicle

identification (e.g. bus route, run number, direction, etc.) and a timestamp of when the transaction

took place. Based on the captured vehicle identification, the fare collection transaction timestamp is

compared to the AVL time at stop data for the corresponding vehicle to determine the boarding stop.

This method typically yields successful origin inferences for approximately 90-95 percent ((Wang,

2010) and (Cui, 2006)) of transactions.

Destination Inference

Since validation is not required on alighting, destination inference using AFC data on buses is more

challenging than origin inference. Destination inference methods are typically built upon the

identification of trip segment chains for each farecard holder. Generally, the destination of an

individual's trip is assumed to be close to the boarding location for their next public transport trip.

Additional destination inference assumptions are best summarized by Zhao (Zhao, 2004) (Zhao,

Rahbee, & Wilson, 2007).



e There is no private transportation mode trip segment (car, motorcycle, bicycle, etc) between

consecutive public transport trip segments in a daily trip sequence;

" Passengers will not walk a long distance to board at a different rail/bus station from the one

where they previously alighted;

e Passengers end their last trip of the day at the station stop where they began their first trip of

the day.

Destination inference rates are typically lower than origin inference rates and yield between 50 and 70

percent of destinations being inferred (Wang (2010) and Cui (2006)). Lower destination inference

rates are related to insufficient data or data falling outside the rules of the applied algorithm.

For boarding and alighting analysis results to be presented in Chapter 5, the general methodology

presented in this section was used to infer origin and destinations for bus trips. Bus loading

calculations were made using the methods described below.

4.6.2. Passenger Flows

Using origin and destination data obtained through the methodology presented above or through

previously developed origin-destination matrices, flow profiles can be developed for bus route and rail

line. Flow profiles are derived simply by adding the boardings and subtracting the alightings to the

flow of the previous link for each stop in a single direction on a specific route for a time period. It

should be noted that inferred boardings and alightings on public transport routes using AFC data must

be expanded based on penetration rates of the AFC media. Expansion of the passenger flows for this

impact analysis is discuss in Section 5.4.6.

Rail Link Flows

Passenger flows can be calculated using the same boarding and alighting calculations used for bus

passenger flows if the number of boardings and alightings is known for each train or for each station

and if the stations do not include "behind the gate" interchanges. However, public transport rail

networks, such as London's, have a complex public transport system with stations where transfers

between multiple lines are possible, so each gate entry is not clearly associated with a specific rail line.

In order to calculate flows on rail links in complex networks, a model was developed which tallies the

number of riders on each link based on their origins and destinations.



Determination of entry and exit points on the ELL and thus passenger flows is discussed further in

Sections 5.2 and 5.3.3.

4.6.3. Journey Development

Interchange analysis and full journey development are a necessary first step for any analysis of full

system or network impacts. Full journey development allows network planners to understand the

location of interchanges, optimizing schedules to reduce transfer and wait times, and designing of the

physical layout of interchange and multimodal stations.

In her Master's thesis work, Catherine Seaborn of MIT developed a methodology where she

recommends ranges of elapsed time thresholds for identifying interchanges within the London public

transport system through the analysis of times between journey stages at the passenger level for three

modal combinations: Underground-to- bus, bus-to-Underground, and bus-to-bus. Her assertion is

that if the elapsed time between consecutive Oyster taps falls within the recommended threshold, the

two journey stages are likely to be part of the same journey. (Seabom C. W., 2008) Table 4-3 presents

the time thresholds used.

Table 4-3 Recommended Elapsed Time Thresholdsfor Identifying Interchanges

Underground-Bus* 15-25 minutes

Bus-Underground* 30-50 minutes

Bus-Bus** 40-60 minutes

*Not restricted by physical proximity of route and station.
**Limited to journey stages on different routes.

It is important to note that Underground-Bus interchanges are between the tap-out time

(Underground Oyster transactions include the tap-out time) and the tap-in time of the bus entry. The

other two types of interchange, where the bus mode precedes the second mode, use the tap-in time for

the first segment and the tap-in time for the second segment. Thus, these thresholds include

assumptions about travel time, interchange time, and wait time. Seaborn recognized that these elapsed

time threshold assumptions may not be appropriate for all instances of the identified interchange types

and that there are limitations to her methodology; however, the ranges that are provided account for

the variability across the network and the resulting journeys provide reasonable results for planning

and analysis.



When the results for full journeys is presented to in Section 5.4.1, it is based on Seaborn's method for

defining full journeys for Underground and bus journeys and extends the application of the time

thresholds to all rail and bus journey stage combinations. For additional information on journey

development refer to (Seaborn C. W., 2008) (Seaborn, Attanucci, & Wilson, 2009).

4.6.4. User and Control Panel Development

Another analysis technique that was used for this impact analysis was

development of passenger user panels. Panel analysis selects a group

of system users based on specific criteria and analyzes their

pattern(s) of activity over time. Panels can be developed using

demographic or rider characteristics (if they are known) or by their

trip making activity. Two panels were developed to analyze changes in

behavior after the introduction of the East London Line: an East

London Line Panel and a Control Panel. The East London Line Panel

was developed by selecting all of the unique Oyster identification

numbers (approximately 67,000) which either tapped into or out of an

East London Line station over the course of three days in October

(Tuesday - Thursday, October 12-14). The control panel consisted of

the same number of randomly selected Oyster identification card

holders that did not have transactions on the East London Line panel

during the same three days.

The analysis using these panels included analyzing trip activity of the

selected Oyster cards prior to and after the opening of the East

London Line. The activities for each Oyster card were extracted using

the (encrypted) Oyster identification numbers for each of the respective

panels from the Oyster database. Figure 4-2 presents the general

methodology for the development of the panels used in this analysis.

Figure 4-2 -Panel Development
Methodology

Panel
Development

UDetermine Panel
Criteria
-Rider Characteristics
*Trip Making Characteristics

4.7. Development of Seasonal Adjustment Factors

Public transport ridership typically varies throughout the year and this variation relates to many factors

including school schedules, typical vacation periods, holidays, and weather. In order to observe trends

such as ridership growth controlling for cyclical trends, seasonal and annual adjustment factors must
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be developed in order to account for these exogenous effects. Seasonal adjustment can be calculated

in several ways using different data sources. The following methods were used to calculate the

seasonal and annual adjustment factors for this thesis.

4.7.1. Seasonal Ridership Factors

The observed seasonal adjustment factors (F) for period/ month i and yeary is calculated in two steps.

First, the average (4-week) period ridership for yeary by summing the period ridership for each period

and dividing by the number of periods (Equation 4-1). Second, the adjustment factor is developed by

dividing by the average period ridership for yeary by the period ridership (Equation 4-2).

YY R~ (4-1)
n

,RY
Fi,y =R (4-2)

i,y

Where y = year
i = month
n=number of periods
R= Ridership
F=Period seasonal factor

Seasonal ridership factors were calculated using the approach presented above. Figure 4-3 presents the

seasonal ridership factors used to normalize the analyzed ridership values using monthly data for the

period from 2000 to 2009. Two sets of factors for two modes, rail and buses, were used based on

estimated ridership derived from revenue. These factors are indexed to a typical September ridership

base.

As shown in Figure 4-3, ridership varies over the course of the year for both rail and bus. These

ridership factors represent the ridership for a particular month normalized with respect to ridership for

September. The factors for rail show lower ridership during the winter (December and January) and

summer (August). October, November, March and April typically represent the highest rail ridership.

Bus ridership peaks during October and November and is lower from December to August. These

ridership factors will be applied to ridership values presented in this analysis to normalize the estimated

values obtained from Oyster and manual count transactions.



Figure 4-3 Monthy Ridership Factors

1.400

1.200

September October November December January February March April May June July August

0 Rail 1.000 0.953 0.936 1.035 1.058 0.999 0.965 0.976 0.996 1.011 1.009 1.100
O Bus 1.000 0.970 0.967 1.073 1.105 1.047 1.038 1.044 1.032 1.025 1.051 1.150

4.7.2. Annual Ridership Factors

Comparison of data points across years requires the application of annual growth factors in order to

eliminate exogenous factors that may affect ridership year to year. In order to calculate annual growth

(G) the following equation was used.

= RTotal,y+1 - RTotal,y
RTotal,y (4-3)

Where y = year
R= Ridership
G=Growth Factor

Rail and bus annual growth factors were calculated using the same data set used to calculate the

seasonal ridership factors and the equations presented above. Data was not available for 2010 so the

annual growth was averaged between 2005 and 2009. Annual growth for bus ridership average was
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approximately 3.0 percent while growth for rail was approximately 1.8 percent. These rates were

applied to analyses which compare data from 2009 and 2010.
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Chapter 5

CASE STUDY: EAST LONDON LINE

This chapter applies the methodology presented in Chapter 4 in a preliminary analysis of the impact of

the East London Line Extension on London's public transport system. The chapter will present the

results of the impact analysis including ridership, travel patterns, and travel behavior using an Oyster

transaction seed matrix and individual longitudinal panel data compiled from smart card fare data.

5.1. Ridership

Using Oyster data and individual station factors developed from boarding and alighting manual count

data, the total number of passenger journeys on the East London Line was estimated, as described in

the following sections.

5.1.1. Estimation of ELL Boarding Factors Using Oyster and Manual Data

Boarding and alighting manual counts were conducted for the East London Line on October 5-7 and

October 12, 2010. These counts counted the number of passengers boarding and alighting the East

London Line at each station. Entry and exit Oyster transaction data were gathered during the same

period and these two data sets were compared to calculate Oyster station entry-to-ELL boarding

factors (boarding factors) which are presented in Table 5-1.

ELL-only stations and "joint" stations are differentiated in the table. ELL-only stations only serve

East London Line passengers and each station entry represents a boarding on the East London Line.

The difference between the number of ELL-only station entries and ELL boardings at that station are

passengers who pay with a non-Oyster fare medium (e.g. magnetic ticket). Thus, Oyster penetration

rates can be estimated for each ELL-only station and are presented in Table 5-2. Oyster penetration

rates range from 80 percent to 91 percent with an overall penetration rate of 84 percent for ELL-only

stations.



Table 5-1 East London Line Oyster Station Entry-to-Boarding Factors

Dalston Junction ELL 4,277 3,413 1.253

0 Haggerston ELL 1,419 1,248 1.137

Hoxton ELL 1,340 1,189 1.127

- Shoreditch High Street ELL 4,335 3,591 1.207

9 Wapping ELL 1,956 1,717 1.139
4 Rotherhithe ELL 1,904 1,730 1.101

Surrey Quays ELL 3,978 3,303 1.204

Whitechapel ELL, LU 7,685 19,635 0.391

Shadwell ELL, DLR 3,772 2,629 1.435

Canada Water ELL, LU 2  12,807 12,659 1.012

New Cross ELL, NR 2,364 2,292 1.031

New Cross Gate ELL, NR 5,732 6,572 0.872

Brockley ELL, NR 2,715 3,685 0.737

Honor Oak Park ELL, NR 1,720 2,662 0.646

Forest Hill ELL, NR 3,149 4,627 0.681

Sydenham ELL, NR 2,283 3,460 0.660

Crystal Palace ELL, NR 1,368 2,430 0.563

Penge West ELL, NR 613 288 2.128

Anerley ELL, NR 771 363 2.124

Norwood junction ELL, NR 1,942 3,818 0.509

West Croydon ELL, NR 3,764 3,698 1.018

69,894 85,010

1 District and Hammersmith & City lines
2 Jubilee Line

Table 5-2 Oyster Penetration Rates at ELL-only Stations

Dalston junction 3,413 4,277 80%

Haggerston 1,248 1,419 88%

Hoxton 1,189 1,340 89%

Shoreditch High Street 3,591 4,335 83%

Wapping 1,717 1,956 88%

Rotherhithe 1,730 1,904 91%

Surrey Quays 3,303 3,978 83%

Total 19,209 16,192 84%



Joint stations serve the East London Line and other rail services such as the Underground, DLR, and

National Rail. Boarding factors vary significantly between joint stations. There are several conditions

which work in concert to yield a wide range of boarding factors including:

* Oyster penetration rates of ELL riders (i.e. percentage of ELL riders who do not use Oyster).

* Oyster entries of non-ELL passengers (e.g. number of Oyster entries at Whitechapel include

passengers using the District or Hammersmith and & City lines)

* "Behind-the-gate" interchanges (e.g. some passengers boarding the ELL at Whitechapel

interchanged from the District or Hammersmith & City line "behind the gate" and are not

included in the Oyster entries at Whitechapel station)

Low boarding factors at joint stations (e.g. Whitechapel, Norwood Junction) are more likely influenced

by the number of Oyster entries into the station that do not ride the East London Line. High

boarding factors (e.g. Penge West, Anerly) are more likely influenced by low Oyster penetration rates.

It is recognized that Oyster penetration rates and passenger mode shift from National Rail to the East

London Line all have an influence on the calculated factors, particularly at stations south of New

Cross Gate. These factors should be recalibrated occasionally to account for these changes. For the

analysis presented above, boardings at stations south of New Cross Gate only represent approximately

25 percent of the total boardings on the East London Line; thus, the calculated factors provide

reasonable passenger journey estimates.

5.1.2. ELL Passenger Journeys

East London Line passenger journeys were calculated for June through October (presented in Figure

5-1) using the Oyster station entry-to-boarding factors presented in Table 5-1. Figure 5-1 shows a

steady growth in ridership between the June and October reaching a high of approximately 70,000

passengers in October. Table 5-3 presents the estimated number of passenger journeys per day both

unadjusted and seasonally adjusted. As shown, there is an increase in adjusted passenger journeys

every month with the exception of August to September with an overall increase of 18.1 percent

between June and October 2010.



Figure 5-1 Estimated East London line Passenger Journeys
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Table 5-3 Estimated East London Line Average Daiy Passenger Journeys

Unadjusted 55,739 58,306 57,469 62,729 69,894
Seasonally Adjusted Ridership Factor 56,373 58,823 63,216 62,729 66,596
Month-to-month % change - 4.3% 7.5% -0.8% 6.2%

Total % change (une to October) 18.1%
*Monthly ridership indexed to September

-



5.2.Development of an East London Line Origin-Destination Matrix

A major infrastructure project such as the East London Line can have far reaching and significant

impacts on overall system travel patterns. As such, it is important to understand the travel patterns of

East London Line passengers including where they entered and exited the line.

The first step to understanding travel patterns on the East London is to understand the movements on

the line by developing an origin-destination matrix. The following section describes this process in

detail.

e Three typical weekdays (Wednesday, Tuesday, and Thursday) from one week in October were

used to analyze average daily weekday values

" Since Oyster transactions record the entry and exit station for each rail journey, transactions

were selected from the Oyster database which either originated at or ended at an ELL station.

" If the rail journey had an origin or destination outside of the East London Line, its entry or exit

point to/from the East London Line needed to be determined. There are three major

interchange stations on the ELL, Whitechapel (District and Hammersmith & City lines),

Shadwell (DLR), and Canada Water (Jubilee Line). It was assumed that if the entry or exit

station was on one of these lines that the passenger interchanged at the corresponding ELL

interchange station on that line. For example, if the origin station is Southwark on the Jubilee

line and the destination station is New Cross, then it is assumed that the passenger entered the

ELL at Canada Water and transferred onto the ELL to travel southbound. Similarly passengers

travelling from Haggerston to South Quay on the DLR were assumed to interchange at

Shadwell station.

" There are several stations where passengers had the option of taking more than one of these

lines to reach the ELL (e.g. Canary Wharf; Jubilee or DLR). When route choices were possible

the interchange stations were prioritized based on whether the ELL origin/destination station

was located north or south of the Thames River. If the ELL origin/destination station was

located north of the river Whitechapel was used as the interchange station; if the ELL

origin/destination station was located south of the river, Canada Water was used as the

interchange station. For example, passengers who boarded at Westminster (Jubilee and District

line station) and were destined for New Cross Gate were assumed to interchange at Canada



Water and not Whitechapel; while, passengers who boarded at Westminster and were destined

for Hoxton were assumed to interchange at Whitechapel.

Trips that originate at, or are destined for stations that are not located on the lines discussed

above but were destined to or originate from the ELL were distributed using the distribution of

the single interchange trips (discussed above) at each interchange station. Further research

could include the use of a route choice model to distribute these trips more accurately.

The output of this method was a set of transaction data with ELL entry and exit stations. A pivot

table was generated using the ELL entry and exit stations to create an origin-destination seed matrix

for three time periods (daily, morning peak period, and evening peak period) for each of the three

analyzed weekdays. The seed matrix values for these three days were averaged for each time period.

The seed matrices were "corrected" to exclude journeys which started and ended at the same station

and journeys which are unlikely to occur (e.g. journeys between New Cross and New Cross Gate).

Using manually collected boarding and alighting totals at each station as the marginal totals, the ELL

stop-to-stop origin-destination matrices were calibrated using an iterative proportional fitting (IPF)

process (Norman, 1999). The resultant origin-destination matrices for each time period are provided

in Appendix B.

5.3.Travel Patterns

Understanding travel patterns on the East London Line is an important part of an impact analysis.

The following sections characterize different aspects of passenger travel patterns along the East

London Line.

5.3.1. Interchange Activity and Trip Distribution

East London Line activity can be categorized into two journey type classifications: Intra-line journeys

(journeys starting and ending at an East London Line station) and Interchange journeys (journeys

start/end at stations outside the East London Line but are destined for/originated from an East

London Line station). Interchange journeys require an interchange at one of three key rail interchange

stations: Whitechapel, Shadwell, and Canada Water. Using Oyster data and the process presented in

Section 5.2, we can estimate the number of passengers making intra-East London Line journeys and

single interchange journeys (East London Line to/from District, Hammersmith and City, Jubilee, or

DLR).



Using the origins and destinations for each rail journey destined to and originating from the East

London Line, we can categorize the journey type as it being intra-line or an interchange journey. If the

origin/destination falls on the District, Hammersmith and City, Jubilee, or DLR lines, we assume that

the journey used that line and interchanged at-the corresponding interchange station on the ELL. If

the journey is not intra-ELL and does not include an origin or destination on one of the Underground

or DLR lines listed above, the journey is considered "Other". The "Other" category includes rail

journeys of passengers that interchange cross platform to/from the National Rail Service from/to the

East London Line or make at least one additional interchange beyond the East London Line. Table

5-4 classifies all journeys made on the ELL.

Table 5-4 Rail Journey Segment Interchange Actiig

Intra-ELL Origin and Destination on 51%
ELL

Single LUL/DLR Interchange Origin/Destination on 27%
District, H&C, Jubilee, or
DLR to/from ELL

Other Interchange Not Intra-ELL or Single 22%
Interchange to
Underground/DLR

Note: Does not include journeys with bus journey stages

Single interchange rail journeys provide access to Central London via the District, Hammersmith and

City, DLR, or Jubilee lines. Canary Wharf, an important and dense office area, can be accessed via the

DLR or Jubilee lines. Figure 5-2 presents the percentage of single interchange journeys originating

from the ELL destined for stations along the District, Hammersmith and City, DLR and Jubilee lines.

Trips destined for the East London Line generally follow the same pattern in the reverse direction.

The analysis presented above only includes rail journeys which have an East London Line station as its

origin or ultimate destination and does not include trips which pass-through the East London Line. A

pass-through journey would include rail journeys which originate at an origin on a different rail line

(e.g. District Line), interchanges onto the East London line, and interchanges onto another rail line

(e.g. Jubilee Line). Since the estimated flows from Oyster data (presented in Figure 5-4) are generally

higher than manual count flows, it is estimated that these pass-through journeys represent a very small

proportion of the journeys on the East London Line.



Figure 5-2 shows that 54 percent of the single interchange trips occur at Canada Water, 36 percent at

Whitechapel, and 10 percent at Shadwell. In addition, approximately 55 percent of the single

interchange trips come from/are destined to the West while 45 percent are to/from the east.

Figure 5-2 Interchange Trip Distribution (Fmm ELL)

Docklands Light Rail (DLR)

5.3.2. Key Origins and Destinations

Analysis of key origin-destination pairs provides a better understanding of travel along the East

London Line. Key origin-destination pairs are a good indicator of active areas along the corridor and

can help to identify areas of third order impacts as time goes by. Figure 5-3 shows the Top-10 origin-

destination pairs including interchange activity.

Figure 5-3 presents the overall top-10 origin-destination pairs for an average weekday. All ten pairs

include at least one interchange station. Approximately 32 percent of all East London Line travel is

represented by the origin-destination pairs presented above. The most common station represented in

the pairs is Canada Water (9 pairs) followed by New Cross Gate (2 pairs). This demonstrates the

importance of the ELL as a feeder service to other rail lines, particularly the Jubilee line into Central

London and Canary Wharf.

................................. .



Figure 5-3
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5.3.3. Estimation of Passenger Flows

The passenger flows were estimated using the origin-destination matrix described in Section 5.2. The

results are presented below in Figure 5-4. In this figure, the Oyster/IPF generated passenger flows are

compared with passenger flows estimated using manual counts and passenger flows estimated using

loadweigh data collected on each train through sensors in the suspension systems. All of the data

represented (Oyster, manual counts, and loadweigh) were captured during the first two weeks in

October 2010.



Figure 5-4 Estimated East Iondon Line Peak Flows (Northbound, 7.00-10:00 AM)
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As shown, the Oyster/IPF process generated passenger flows similar to the passenger flows estimated

using manual counts and loadweigh data. There is a slight difference between the Qyster/IPE

passenger flows and the manual count passenger flows between Surrey Quays and Whitechapel. The

loadweigh data fluctuates through this section of the ELL, in some instances similar to the passenger

flow estimates generated by the manual counts and in some instances similar to the Oyster/IPF

generated passenger flows. This section of the ELL has the highest levels of boarding and alighting

activity and there is a possibility that some of the manual counters may have missed passengers

boarding or alighting in this section. The Oyster-estimated southbound passenger flows on the ELL

during the morning peak period are presented in Figure 5-5.

The figures show that the heaviest movement occurs northbound during the morning peak period

(almost 3 times the southbound volume). The northbound morning peak movement includes

passengers heading to jobs in central London as well as the Canary Wharf area. The peak flow point

northbound is the link between Surrey Quays and Canada Water. The southbound peak flow point is
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Figure 5-5 Estimated East London Line Flows (Southbound, 7:00-10:00 AM)
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the link between Rotherhithe and Canada Water, indicating that a large number of passengers in both

directions in the morning are transferring from the ELL to the Jubilee Line.

Further analysis shows that the peak flow period occurs between 8:15 and 8:45 AM between Surrey

Quays and Canada Water in the northbound direction with a peak flow is approximately 2,200

passengers over this 30 minute period. The travel patterns show many northbound passengers alight

at Canada Water and interchange to the Jubilee line and at Whitechapel and interchange to the

Underground District and Hammersmith and City lines. West Croydon is the southern terminus of

the East London Line while Crystal Palace and New Cross are spurs off the main line which explains

the small flows on these links.

Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 present the Oyster-estimated evening peak period passenger flows in the

northbound and southbound directions respectively.
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Figure 5-6 Estimated East London Line Peak Flows (Northbound, 4:00-7:00 PM)
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The northbound morning peak period is similar to the southbound evening peak period. The peak

load flow in the northbound direction for the evening peak period is on the link between Surrey Quays

and Canada Water,, similar to the morning peak period; however, the peak flow is approximately 4,000

passengers during the evening peak period versus 9,000 passengers during the morning peak period.

Surprisingly, the northbound evening peak period shows higher flows compared to the southbound

morning peak period. This may be due to the draw of central London for evening leisure activities.

Figure 5-7 shows the southbound evening peak period passenger flows. The peak flow is on the link

between Surrey Quays and Canada Water and increases significantly from the previous link. Many

passengers interchange at Canada Water from Central London (from the west) and Canary Wharf

(from the east).
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Figure 5-7 Estimated East London Line Peak Flows (Southbound, 4:00-7: 00 PM)
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5.3.4. Number of Stops Travelled

The Oyster data can be used to infer the OD travel patterns on the ELL. Various aspects of travel

behavior of the passengers with origins and destinations on the East London Line are presented in the

next three figures. These figures use an all-day weekday origin-destination matrix and represent daily

travel patterns.

Figure 5-8 shows the proportion of passengers travelling a given number of stops. About 26 percent

of the travelers only travel for one or two stops on the ELL and almost 70 percent of East London

Line travelers ride seven stops or less while only about 15 percent of all East London Line travelers are

onboard for 11 stops or longer.

Additionally, further analysis of O-D activity for those originating and destined for points on the East

London Line provides additional information on distances travelled, how important the East London



Line is in distributing trips to/from other public transport rail lines, and some estimates of how many

ELL users cross the Thames using the new service.

Figure 5-8 East London line Travel Number of Stops Travelled
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Figure 5-9 shows the average number of stops travelled from each origin. The distance (in terms of

number of stops) from the origin to the interchange stations and river are the lines represented on this

figure. As shown, the average number of stops from the origins follows a "v-shaped" pattern

following the distances to key interchange stations. In addition, the average number of stops travelled

is greater than or approximately equal to the origin's distance to the river in all cases.

Further analysis (presented in Figure 5-10) supports the notion that the East London Line is indeed an

important river crossing. Figure 5-10 shows the percentage of East London Line daily journeys that

cross the river by trip origin. As shown, the majority of trips from 10 out of 21 origins cross the

Thames River. From origins south of the river, approximately 36 percent of the trips cross the river.

From origins north of the river, 68 percent of the trips cross the river.
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Figure 5-9 Average Number of Stops Travelledfrom Station
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5.4.Travel Behavior Changes

Travel behavior can change significantly after the introduction of a new or improved public transport

service. Impact analyses of behavior changes as a result of the introduction of the East London Line

include:

" Calculation of new users to the public transport system as a result of the introduction of the

improved service /infrastructure

* Determining the increases in the journey frequency of existing users of the public transport

system

*Determining shifts from other public transport modes (particularly adjacent bus routes)

The following sections present methods to help determine behavior changes and the analysis of

behavior changes as they relate to the introduction of the East London Line.
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Figure 5-10 East London Line Travek % of Tipsfrom Each Station Crossing Thames River
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service. This section discusses how a user and control panel was developed for this analysis, how

complete journeys were developed, and then presents the results of the analysis.

Pane! Development

An ELL user panel was developed including any Oyster ID that tapped in or out of an East London

Line station and used Overground service over a three day period in October (October 12-14, 2010).

This resulted in a set of 67,137 unique Oyster IDs. A Control user panel was developed using the

same three dates in October and randomly selecting 67,137 unique Oyster IDs, excluding any card

appearing in the East London Line panel. Using the unique Oyster IDs from each panel, all Oyster

transactions made by these Unique IDs were extracted. Figure 5-11 shows the number of unique



Oyster IDs from each panel that are included in (i.e., had recorded taps for that card during each

sample period) each monthly Oyster data set.

Individuals obtain new Oyster cards for a variety of reasons, the most common of which are if they

are new users of the public transport system or if they have lost their "old" Oyster card. The month-

to-month increases presented in Figure 5-11 are representative of when Oyster cards "join" (i.e.,

appear for the first time in) their respective panels.

A similar number of unique Oyster IDs for the East London Line panel and Control panel appear to

be represented in each of the data sets and the rate of change, the slope of the lines, follows similar

trajectories. Due to the introduction of a new service, one might expect that some individual may start

to use the public transport system for the first time. The introduction of new users would be reflected

by a lower number of represented unique Oyster IDs prior to the opening of the East London Line

with a steeper slope for the East London Line panel. However, this is not the case. One explanation

may be that the users of the East London Line are likely to be largely existing users of the system and

the card churn may follow the same trajectory as the rest of the system users (as represented by the

Control panel).

Developing Complete Journeys

Complete journeys were developed for the user and control panels for journeys made before and after

the introduction of the East London Line. The methodology described in Section 4.6.1 was used to

develop these complete journeys.

5.4.2. Journey Frequency

Using a user and control panel we can analyze the journey frequency before and after the introduction

of the ELL as shown in Table 5-5.

A paired t-test was performed to determine if the changes between September 2009 and September

2010 for the ELL and Control panels and if the differences between the ELL and Control panels were



Figure 5-11 Oyster Panel IDs
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significant. The mean increase in daily journeys for the ELL panel was significantly greater than zero'.

The mean increase in daily journeys for the control panel was also significantly greater than zero'. he

difference between the ELL panel and control panel also was statistically significant.

There are two items of note based on this analysis. First, the average daily journeys for the East

London Line panel are slightly higher than the control panel both before and after the introduction of

the East London Line. The higher frequency may be indicative of the demographic characteristics in

East London compared with a general sample of Oyster users.

Second, the journey frequency for the East London Line Panel increased at a higher rate than that of

the control panel. This may be due to the convenience of the East London Line and the ability to

s pt=0.075, a=1.03, n=16,596, t(df=33,190) = 9.41, two-tail (p < 0.001) at a 95% confidence level
6 t=0.032, Y= 0.99, n=15,506, t(df=32,100) 4.05, two-tail (p < 0.001) at a 95% confidence level
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access central London and attractions along the East London Line. This improved access may

increase the frequency of journeys.

Table 5-5 Change in Average Daily Journeys

ELL Panel (

Control Pan

% Differenc

n= 16,596) 2.31 2.39 0.075 3.46%

el (n= 15,506) 2.22 2.25 0.03 1.44%

e 4.00% 6.06%

5.4.3. Estimation of New Journeys on Public Transport System

As shown in Table 5-3, approximately 70,000 passenger journeys are made on the East London Line

on an average weekday in October. We can categorize ELL passenger journeys into several categories

as shown in Figure 5-12.

Figure 5-12 East London line Passenger Journeys
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East London Line passenger journeys consist of two journey types: Journeys which used public

transport prior to the ELL introduction and journeys which did not. Prior public transport journeys

used National Rail, buses, Underground, Tram or DLR. New journeys to the public transport system

can be broken down further into 3 categories:

" Journeys may have shifted from non-public transport modes (such as auto, bicycle and walk) to

the East London Line.

" Completely new journeys that did not exist prior to the introduction of the ELL may have been

generated.

* Existing users of the public transport system may have increased the number of journeys they

make creating new journeys on the ELL.

In order to determine the number of new journeys to the public transport system, data from manual

surveys conducted in late-June early-July 2010 after the introduction of the ELL were used. These

surveys were conducted using two methods: phone interviews targeting individuals living within a

1 000m catchment area of an ELL station and interviewees who were at a bus stop or station in the

ELL corridor (on-street). Two questions that were asked of both the telephone and on-street

interviewees were of particular relevance to understanding change in mode use.

" Have you changed your journey patterns since the London Overground service from Dalston

Junction to West Croydon, Crystal Palace and New Cross opened?

e Which means of transport did you use before the new service opened?

The results of these questions are as follows:

e Of the interviewees at a stop or station, approximately 33 percent said that the introduction of

the ELL changed their travel patterns.

e 13 percent of the telephone interviewees said that their journey pattern changed since the

opening of the ELL.

* For simplicity, we have assumed that the people who changed their journey pattern after the

opening of the ELL are now ELL passengers.



* Of the people who said that their journey pattern changed, approximately 25 percent and 30

percent of the interviewees from both the telephone and on-street interviews, respectively, said

that they switched from non-transit modes7 .

* If we create a range assuming that 25-30 of the interviewees converted from a non-transit

mode, we estimate the number of new journeys on public transport is between 17,500 and

21,000 daily ELL journeys on an average weekday are new public transport trips and come

from users switching from a non-public transport mode.

An additional component to an overall increase in passenger journeys on public transport is the

increase in the journey frequency by current public transport users. People may choose to make more

trips on public transport since it is more convenient for some individuals. Based on the analysis

presented in Section 5.4.2, the number of journeys made by ELL users increases from 2.31 to 2.39.

Statistical analysis shows that this increase as statistically significant. This increase represents

approximately 3.3 percent of the passenger journeys of existing public transport system users. The

range of new passenger journeys due to the increased journey frequency of existing public transport

system users can be estimated to be 1,650 to 1,750 per average weekday.

In summary, the estimated total number of new public transport passenger journeys as a result of the

introduction of the ELL is between 19,250 and 22,650 passenger journeys per weekday or

approximately 28 to 32 percent of the current ELL journeys.

5.4.4. Modal Choice Impacts

Modal shifts are inevitable when a new rail service is introduced into a public transport system. Panel

analyses can help to evaluate the impacts on mode choice by focusing the analysis on East London

Line users' journey stages and complete journeys. Table 5-6 compares the shift in complete journey

modal combinations from September 2009 to September 2010 for the East London Line panel and

for the control panel. The table presents the top 20 mode combinations used by each panel during the

specified period.

7 Includes car, bicycle, walk, minicab, taxi/black cab, new journeys and "other". Transit modes include National Rail, Bus,

Tube, DLR, Tram and "other".



To obtain complete-journey data, journey segment chains were connected based on the time

difference between entry and exit taps between rail chains and entry and entry taps between bus to bus

and bus to rail chains using the method presented in section 4.6.1. As each chain was constructed, the

subsystem IDs were linked and are represented by a hyphen ("-") in the table below. Slashes ("/")

represent modes that were "potentially" used in the linked journey, as one cannot definitely identify

the actual mode used for some (predominantly rail) interchange trips.

It should be noted that card churn most likely plays a significant role in the values that are presented in

this table. The mode share that the London Underground represents in the Control Panel decreases

significantly between September 2009 and September 2010. This may be a result of a higher churn

rate for the type of tickets used by Underground users. For example, tourists and visitors to London

have a higher tendency to ride the Underground than bus. As such, these visitors will use their Oyster

cards for a shorter period and will discontinue the use of their card once they leave London. While the

churn rate may be different between modes, the patterns for the ELL Panel (Before) and the Control

Panel (Before and After) are similar. Contrasting the mode use compared to the ELL Panel (After)

shows significant differences in the modal combinations used.

Over 60 percent of the trips in each case with the exception of the East London Line panel after the

East London Line introduction used the Underground or the London Buses as a single seat complete

journey based on the analysis. For the post- East London Line panel behavior, those using only the

Underground or a single bus are only about 43 percent of total journeys. The other three cases show

similar journey mode usage. Less than 2 percent of the journeys for these three cases used the

Overground for at least one of the journey stages before the ELL opened compared to approximately

25 percent of the complete journeys of ELL users afterwards.

Further analysis of the ELL panel was conducted to better understand the shift of mode use based on

the complete journey activity of the ELL panel (presented in Table 5-7). The following assumptions

were made to isolate a subset of the ELL panel where:

" The first Oyster tap occurred during the morning peak period (7:00 AM- 10:00 PM) in order to

try to extract the primary journey to work or school trip.

e Oyster cards which used the ELL at least two days in September 2010 sample data set.

" Oyster cards which used public transport at least two days in September 2009 sample data set.



Table 5-6 Complete Journy Mode Use

33.9% Bus 26.9% Bus Bus 40.1%

2 Bus 31.9% LU 16.0% LU 31.2% LU 23.3%

3 Bus-Bus 7.7% LU/NR/LO 105% Bus-Bus 10.9% Bus-Bus 12.0%

4 Bus-LU 5.7% NR 8.8% Bus-LU 4.3% NR 5.2%

5 LU-Bus 4.7% Bus-Bus 5.9% LU-Bus 3.8% Bus-LU 3.5%

6 NR 3.4% LU/LO 5.7% Bus-Bus-Bus 2.6% LU/NR 3.3%

7 Bus-Bus-Bus 1.9% LO 42 NR 2.0% LU-Bus 3.1%

8 LU/DLR 1.7% NR/LO 3.4% LU/NR 1.6% Bus-Bus-Bus 2.7%

9 Bus-LU-Bus 1.2% LU/NR 2.8% Bus-LU-Bus 0.9% Bus-LU-Bus 0.8%

Bu-u-Bus-Bus-Bus- 07/
10 DLR 1.1% Bus-LU 2.8% 0.6% 0.7%

Bus-Bus Bus

11 LU-uB 0% LU-Bus 0.6% LU/DLR 0.6% LU/DLR 0.6%

12 LU/NR/LO 0.9% Bus-Bus-Bus 1.3% LU-LU 0.5% LU-LU 0.5%

13 LU-LU 0.7% LU/DLR 1.2% L_ U/ FT/O '. LU G.5*1
14 NR/LOl 0..6% DR0.8% DLR 0.4%"

15 BsBsBs 0.5% usTramn 0.4%

16 LU-Bus-Bus 0.3% Bus-LU-Bus 0.6% Tramn 0.3% DLR 0.4%

17 Bus-Bus 0.3% Bus-LU/LO 0.6% LU-Bus-Bus 0.3% LU-Bus-Bus 0.2%

18 Bus-DLR 0.2% LOBus 5% Bus-Bus-LU 0.3% Bus-Bus-LU 0.2%

19 LU/NR/DLR 0.2% LU/LOB u 0.1% L/O
Bus-Bus-BusN

20 Tram 0.2% LU-LU 9.9% Total 9T 8%

Total 98.00/ Total 95.90/0 Total 98.40/ Total 98.30/

Highlight - Use of Overground for at least one journey stage
Hyphens (-) mean that these modes were used in the specified order. Slashes (/) means that the modes may
have been used but the order is not specified
LU - London Underground
Bus-London Buses
NR - National Rail
LO - London Overground
DLR - Docklands Light Rail
Tram - Croydon TramLink

LU

.......... ....................... r, . I ...................

36.9%



It difficult to isolate and track individual behavior changes. While individual Oyster users typically use

the public transport system in consistent ways on a daily basis, particularly when it is their daily journey

to work, their mode and path choice may occasionally vary. For example, an individual may have

consistently taken the bus to work prior to the introduction of the ELL. After the implementation of

the ELL, their primary journey to work trip is consistently on the ELL with an interchange to the

Underground. However, another individual may take the bus one day and National Rail another day

and a combination of the bus and National Rail the third day prior to the introduction of the ELL and

then take the ELL after its introduction.

Table 5-7 presents mode use of the ELL panel members who fall into the criteria listed above. What is

presented in the table is the mode (or series of modes) used in September 2009 and series of modes

(which only include London Overground as part of the journey chain) used in September 2010.

Complete journey data is compared for September 2009 (pre-ELL) and September 2010 (post-ELL)

and the number of journeys switching between the modes is presented for each period. The two left

columns present the linked mode chains and use the hyphen ("-") to represent linked mode chains and

slashes ("/") to represent modes that may have been used in the linked journey. The journey mode

chains designated with a "/" is a based on the subsystem identification (subsystem ID) that is assigned

to each transaction by the Oyster system. The subsystem ID is discussed in Appendix C. For

example, "LU/NR/LO" means that one or any combination of several modes (Underground,

National Rail, and/or London Overground) was used for the rail journey. This representation is a

result of the way the Oyster system codes rail journeys. It is also assumed that passengers in the ELL

panel that shift onto the "LO" mode use the East London Line and not another Overground service

(e.g. North London Line).

Forty-three percent of journeys switched from an Underground only journey to a multi-modal journey

which also includes the Underground and East London Line. Approximately 8 percent of the

journeys were Underground only journeys and switched to a journey type that did not include the

Underground. Approximately 38 percent of the journeys switched from a journey that had at least one

bus leg to a journey which did not include a bus leg. The majority of "after" trips include two or more

modes. This reinforces the idea that the ELL is used by the public transport system to distribute

journeys to/from other modes. There appears to be a strong synergy between the Underground and

Overground where just over 80 percent of the journeys in the "after" journeys most likely include both

the Underground and Overground.



Table 5-7 Shifts to ELL

LU LU/NR/LO 649 61% 31%

LU LU/LO 254 24% 12%

LU LO 97 9% 5%

LU NR/LO 59 6% 3%

1,059 100% 50%

Bus LU/NR/LO 203 41% 10%

Bus LO 111 23% 5%

Bus LU/LO 80 16% 4%

Bus NR/LO 76 15% 4%

Bus Bus-LO 23 5%/ 1%

493 100% 23%

Bus-LU LU/NR/LO 92 44% 4%

Bus-LU LU/LO 83 40% 4%

Bus-LU LO 33 16% 2%

208 100% 10%

NR LU/NR/LO 133 70% 6%

NR LO 34 18% 2%

NR NR/LO 24 13% 1%

191 100% 9%

LU-Bus LU/NR/LO 39 63% 2%

LU-Bus LU/LO 23 37% 1%

62 100% 3%

Bus-Bus LU/NR/LO 43 100% 2%

43 100% 2%

DLR LU/NR/LO 22 100% 1%

22 100% 1%

31 5% 1%

Total 2,109 100%|

Hyphens (-) mean that these modes were used in the specified order. Slashes (/) means that the modes may

have been used but the order is not specified
LU - London Underground; Bus-London Buses; NR - National Rail; LO - London Overground;

DLR - Docklands Light Rail

5.4.5. Changes in Bus Ridership

The London bus network includes over 700 bus routes. In order to narrow down the number of

routes to analyze, bus routes were selected based on their proximity to East London Line stations.

Figure 5-13 presents a figure showing a 1,000 m buffer around each East London Line station and the



network of bus routes which intersect this buffer. All told, 146 bus routes pass within 1,000 m of an

East London Line Station but this list was reduced to 88 routes after consultation with London Buses

eliminated routes unlikely to be affected such as night routes. Figure 5-13 shows the connectivity of

the East London Line with the bus network and the access that the bus network provides.

Clearly, bus routes do not run perfectly parallel to the East London Line; however, there are some bus

route segments that run parallel to segments of the East London Line and may provide competing

service; these and other bus routes may also provide feeder service to the East London Line. In lieu of

calling bus routes with parallel segments "parallel", these routes are called "mixed" since they may

provide competing service along certain segments and act as feeder routes along others. Mixed routes

are categorized as such if they pass within 500 m of more than two East London Line stations. The

remaining routes are considered feeder routes. Of the reviewed 88 routes, 18 routes are considered

mixed while the remaining 70 routes are considered feeder.

In order to determine the impacts on bus routes due to the introduction of the East London Line,

changes in average daily bus volumes were analyzed. Since Oyster data was available for June and

September of 2009, the boarding volumes on these bus routes could be compared against June and

September boarding volumes for 2010, both of which occurred after the introduction of the East

London Line.

Table 5-8 presents the percent change in volume between average daily bus boardings for the subset of

routes that showed the largest statistically-significant ridership changes among the original 88 routes

between the respective months in June and September. In addition, it is noted in the table whether the

bus route experienced a positive or negative change for both periods. The impetus behind marking

whether the number of boardings at the route level increased or decreased for both months is to

determine if there is a consistent positive or negative change in the months of June and September. A

two tail t-test was performed for each sample of before and after data for each route to test the

changes for statistical significance at 90 and 95 percent certainty levels. Furthermore, the list of routes

was reduced to only show patterns of change above an absolute value threshold of 3 percent or greater

and statistical significance. Since the bus system showed an annual increase of approximately 3

percent from 2009 to 2010, this anticipated growth was accounted for and the list of routes were

reduced to show patterns of change with a value of 6 percent or greater for routes that showed a

pattern of increase and 0 percent or less for routes that showed a pattern of decrease.
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Figure 5-13 ELL Station Buffers and Bus Routes within 1000 m

Legend
Bus Routes within 1000 m of ELL Station

ELL Station 1000m buffer



A full table with average daily volumes is presented in Appendix D. The table presented in the

appendix shows that there were routes that showed a pattern of change over both periods; however,

the difference between the samples for one period, the other period or both periods was not

statistically significant. In addition, there were routes which showed statistically significant changes but

did not show a consistent pattern of change over both periods. The following table presents the

remaining 8 bus routes which show a pattern of ridership change and whose change is statistically

significant. They are organized by classification (feeder, mixed) with totals for the category listed at the

bottom of each table. The confidence levels for the differences are presented in the columns on the

right.

Table 5-8 Bus Boarding Changes (Average Daily Oyster Ridership)

Feeder Routes
100 8,073 7,554 -6% 8,384 7,758 -7.5%M 90% 95%

50 11,398 12,936 13% 11,416 13,683 19.9% 95% 95%

177 19,837 21,494 8% 19,411 21,683 11.7% 95% 90%

358 10,148 11,201 10% 10,514 11,630 10.6% 95% 95%

X26 3,043 3,471 14% 3,185 3,782 18.7% 95% 95%

52,498 56,656 7.9% 52,911 58,536 10.6%

Mixed Routes
176 22,099 20,816 -5.8% 21,373 20,088 -6.0%M 95% 90%

75 14,732 15,766 7.0% 15,079 16,241 7.7% 95% 95%

D3 7,319 8,435 15.3% 6,971 8,364 20.0% 95% 95%

44,149 45,017 2.0% 43,423 44,694 2.9%

Total 96,647 101,673 5.2% 96,334 103,230 7.2%

Eight of the original 88 reviewed routes (9 percent) showed a pattern where the direction of change

for both months was consistent and higher than 3 percent and whose change was statistically

significant. Four of five feeder routes showed an increase in boarding for both June and September

sample periods while two mixed routes showed increases in ridership. Only on route in each group

showed decreases in ridership between the time periods: Route 100 and Route 176.

Looking at the category totals, feeder routes increased by approximately 4,000 passenger journeys (7.9

percent of the category total) between June 2009 and June 2010 and approximately 6,000 passenger

journeys (10.6 percent of the category total) between September 2009 and September 2010. Increases
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for mixed routes from June 2009 and June 2010 were approximately 5,000 passenger journeys (5.2

percent of the category total) and approximately 7,000 passenger journeys (7.2 percent of category

total) between September 2009 and September 2010.

Feeder routes show an overall increase in ridership (4 of 5 routes); however, there is no clear pattern

for the relationship between the mixed routes and the direction of the change (i.e. positive or

negative). While the East London Line runs parallel to some segments of the routes which are defined

as "mixed", many of the bus routes diverge significantly from the East London Line corridor and

travel much further to other parts of London. In order to understand the second order impacts of the

East London Line on bus route activity it is important to evaluate each bus route individually and the

boarding and alighting patterns and loadings along routes. A selection of the ELL-area bus routes are

reviewed in greater detail in the next section.

5.4.6. Corridor/Stop Level Analysis

Overall average daily boarding volumes do not tell the whole story. In some cases, bus routes may

behave like feeder services and overall volumes may increase. In other cases, bus routes that run

parallel to the East London Line may lose riders due to a shift to the newly introduced rail service.

Bus routes may act as feeder service for one segment of the route and may lose riders for a different

segment of the route that runs parallel to the new service. Using the origin and destination inference

techniques explained in Section 4.6.1, we can start to dissect some of the changes in rider behavior on

routes that are likely to be most heavily influenced by the introduction of the East London Line.

Kngsland Road

Kingsland Road is a busy commercial area with residential land uses in close proximity running north-

south in East London north of the Thames River. It is a busy bus corridor served by four major bus

lines: 67, 149, 242, and 243 (see Figure 5-14). The ELL runs parallel to Kingsland Road between

Dalston Junction and Shoreditch High Street one block to the east. With the introduction of the East

London Line, one might think that the ridership would decrease along the bus routes which run

parallel to the rail service; however, the daily volumes for these four parallel bus routes have not

shown consistent reductions after the opening of the ELL. The flow profiles for these routes were

analyzed southbound in the morning peak hours and northbound in the evening peak hours. These

directions and time periods were selected because they represent the major passenger movements for

people working in central London (the opposite directions for these time periods are shown in
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Appendix E). The results to be presented highlight the specific segments of the bus routes that run

parallel to the East London Line.

Figure 5-14 Kingsland Road Corridor

The results are based on:

e Oyster data for two days: Wednesday, April 21 2010 (pre-ELLX) and Wednesday June 16

(post-ELLX)

e Peak Periods: Morning (7 AM - 10 AM) Southbound, Evening (4 PM - 7 PM) Northbound

* Only trips with inferred boarding and alighting locations were included which account for

about 80% of all Oyster taps on these routes. The flow profiles were based on a scaled up

origin-destination matrix based on the ratio of inferred trips to total route ridership.

Figure 5-15 through Figure 5-22 present peak period flows for bus routes 67, 149, 242, and 243.
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Route 67

Route 67 runs north-south between Lordship Lane (northern terminus) and Aldgate Bus Station

(southern terminus). As shown in Figure 5-15, there is a slight increase (approximately 10-20 percent)

in passenger flow from the start of the route to approximately where the route starts to run parallel to

the East London Line. The route segment just north of Dalston Junction may be acting as a feeder to

the East London Line. The northbound evening peak passenger flow (presented in Figure 5-19) for

Route 67 does not change significantly between before and after analysis periods.

Route 149

Route 149 runs north-south between Edmonton Green Bus Station (northern terminus) and London

Bridge Bus Station (southern terminus). As shown in Figure 5-16, there is a significant decrease

(approximately 30 percent) in passenger flow from just where the route begins to run parallel to the

East London Line. Just north of where the bus route runs parallel to the East London Line, there is a

slight increase in passenger flow in the southbound direction. The route segment just north of

Dalston Junction may be acting as a feeder to the East London Line. The northbound evening peak

passenger flow (presented in Figure 5-20) for Route 149 decreases approximately 15-20 percent the

entire length of the route between before and after analysis periods.

Route 242

Route 242 runs generally in a north-south direction between Homerton Hospital (northern terminus)

and Tottenham Court Road Station (southern terminus). As shown in Figure 5-17, there is a

significant decrease (approximately 30 percent) in passenger flow from just where the route begins to

run parallel to the East London Line. Just north of where the bus route runs parallel to the East

London Line, there is a slight increase in passenger flow in the southbound direction. The

northbound evening peak passenger flow (presented in Figure 5-21) for Route 242 does not change

significantly between before and after analysis periods.

Route 243

Route 243 runs generally in a north-south direction between Redvers Road (northern terminus) and

Waterloo Station (southern terminus). As shown in Figure 5-18, there is a modest decrease

(approximately 10 percent) in passenger flow from just where the route begins to run parallel to the

East London Line. The northbound evening peak passenger flow (presented in Figure 5-22) for
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Route 243 decreases slightly (approximately 15-20 percent) along length of the bus route between

before and after analysis periods.

For Routes 149, 242, and 243 southbound during the morning peak period, there appears to be

significant decrease in passenger flow on the section of the route that runs adjacent to the East

London Line. During the evening peak period northbound, the bus routes show less significant

changes after the introduction of the East London Line with the exception of Route 149 and 243.

Table 5-9 summarizes the passenger flow difference along the route segments corresponding to the

ELL.

Table 5-9 Kingsland Road Bus Route Flow Percentage Diferencefor Route Segments Parallel to ELL

Route Evendin Peaknag Norhbondr1ence67 Morning Peak Southbound 3.5%
Evening Peak Northbound 4.2%

149 Morning Peak Southbound -35.8%
Evening Peak Northbound -19.4%

242 Morning Peak Southbound -22.2%
Evening Peak Northbound 6.2%

243 Morning Peak Southbound -12.3%
Evening Peak Northbound -12.7%

The southbound direction shows the greatest impact from the introduction of the East London Line.

These impacts could result in the reallocation of resources for London buses perhaps moving some

peak hour service to other bus routes, perhaps ones that feed the East London Line. In most cases

the northbound direction varies in terms of impacts that can clearly be associated with the

introduction of the East London Line. While the above conditions show impacts aligned with the

introduction of the East London Line, these are only preliminary findings and further analysis could

reveal different impacts either in type or extent. The analyzed data compares one day prior to and one

day after the opening of the East London Line and these days are taken to be "typical" days. Analysis

for additional days may reveal different impacts. Additionally, the data which was used to represent

post-opening conditions was less than a month after the opening of the East London Line. Additional

analysis for days significantly after the opening of the service is warranted and should reveal additional

impacts which would correspond to additional awareness of the opening of the East London Line,

adjustments of existing public transport system users, and other responses which take time to fully

develop.
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LOTI

LORDSHIP LANE
BRAMPTON PARK ROAD

COLERAINE ROAD
TURNPIKE LANE STATION

WILLOW WALK
STANLEY ROAD

WEST GREEN PRIMARY SCHOOL
BLACK BOY LANE

ABBOTSFORD AVENUE
CHESTNUTS PRIMARY SCHOOL

ST. ANN'S HOSPITAL
ST ANNS ROAD / POLICE STATION

SEVEN SISTERS ROAD / KERSWELL CLOSE
SEVEN SISTERS ROAD / PLEVNA CRESCENT

HOWARD ROAD
ERMINE ROAD/ ST.IGNATIUS CHURCH

EGERTON ROAD
STAMFORD HILL BROADWAY

DUNSMURE ROAD
LYNMOUTH ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON STATION
NORTHWOLD ROAD

RECTORY ROAD / BROOKE ROAD
MANSE ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON ROAD / AMHURST ROAD
PRINCESS MAY ROAD

SHACKLEWELL LANE
SANDRINGHAM ROAD

DALSTON KINGSLAND STATION
DALSTON JUNCTION STATION

KINGSLAND ROAD / FOREST ROAD
MIDDLETON ROAD

HAGGERSTON STATION / DOWNHAM ROAD
LABURNUM STREET

ST.LEONARD'S HOSPITAL
HOXTON STATION / GEFFRYE MUSEUM

FALKIRK STREET
SHOREDITCH CHURCH

SHOREDITCH HIGH STREET STATION
COMMERCIAL STREET / ELDER STREET

FOLGATE STREET
BRUSHFIELD STREET

LOLESWORTH CLOSE
ALDGATE EAST STATION
ALDGATE EAST STATION

ALDGATE BUS STATION
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EDMONTON GREEN BUS STATION
EDMONTON POLICE STATION

SHRUBBERYROAD
BRETTENHAM ROAD

ANGELCORNER
COLYTON WAY

NUTFIELDCLOSE
WHITE HART LANE STATION
TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR F.C.

TOTTENHAM SPORTS CENTRE
LORDSHIP LANE

SCOTLAND GREEN
BRUCE GROVE STATION

TOTTENHAM POLICE STATION
PHILIP LANE

TOTTENHAMTOWN HALL
SEVEN SISTERS STATION

SEVEN SISTERS ROAD
SOUTH TOTTENHAM STATION

ST. ANN'S ROAD
EGERTON ROAD

STAMFORD HILL BROADWAY
DUNSMURE ROAD
LYNMOUTH ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON STATION
NORTH WOLD ROAD

RECTORY ROAD/ BROOKE ROAD
MANSEROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON ROAD /AMHURST ROAD
PRINCESS MAY ROAD
SHACKLEWELL LANE

SANDRINGHAMROAD
DALSTON KINGSLAND STATION

DALSTON JUNCTION STATION
KINGSLAND ROAD/ FOREST ROAD

MIDDLETON ROAD
HAGGERSTON STATION / DOWNHAM ROAD

LABURNUM STREET
ST.LEONARD'S HOSPITAL

HOXTON STATION / GEFFRYE MUSEUM
FALKIRK STREET

SHOREDITCH CHURCH
SHOREDITCH HIGH STREET STATION

COMMERCIAL STREET / WORSHIP STREET
PRIMROSE STREET

LIVERPOOL STREET STATION
WORMWOOD STREET

TH READNEEDLE STREET
FENCHURCH STREET

MONUMENT STATION
LONDON BRIDGE BUS STATION
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HOMERTON HOSPITAL / WARDLE STREET

BROOKSBY'S WALK

CHATSWORTH ROAD
REDWALD ROAD

MANDEVILLE STREET
MANDEVILLE COMMUNITY PRIMARY SCHOOL

MILLFIELDS ROAD
POWERSCROFT ROAD

MEDIAN ROAD
LOWER CLAPTON ROAD

HACKNEY BATHS
CLAPTONSQUARE

HACKNEY CENTRAL STATION
GRAHAM ROAD

ROYAL OAK ROAD

GREENWOOD ROAD
QUEENSBRIDGE ROAD/ DALSTON LANE

DALSTON JUNCTION STATION
KINGSLAND ROAD / FOREST ROAD

MIDDLETON ROAD
HAGGERSTON STATION / DOWNHAM ROAD

LABURNUM STREET

ST.LEONARD'S HOSPITAL
HOXTON STATION / GEFFRYE MUSEUM

FALKIRK STREET

SHOREDITCH CHURCH
SHOREDITCH HIGH STREET STATION

COMMERCIAL STREET / WORSHIP STREET
PRIMROSE STREET

LIVERPOOL STREET STATION
WORMWOOD STREET

OLD BROAD STREET
POULTRY/ BANK STATION [DLR]

BREAD STREET

ST PAULS STATION
CITY THAMESLINK STATION

HOLBORN CIRCUS
HOLBORN CIRCUS / FETTER LANE

CHANCERY LANE STATION
BROWNLOW STREET

HOLBORN STATION
HIGH HOLBORN

DRURY LANE
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD STATION
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REDVERS ROAD

WOOD GREEN CROWN COURT
PERTH ROAD

GLADSTONE AVENUE

WESTBURY AVENUE (LORDSHIP LANE)

THE ROUNDWAY (WEST ARM)

WALTHEOF AVENUE

AWLFIELD AVENUE

MOUNT PLEASANT ROAD

BRUCE CASTLE PARK

ELMHURST ROAD

BRUCE GROVE STATION

BRUCE GROVE STATION
TOTTENHAM POLICE STATION

PHILIP LANE
TOTTENHAM TOWN HALL

SEVEN SISTERS STATION
SEVEN SISTERS ROAD

SOUTH TOTTENHAM STATION
ST. ANN'S ROAD

EGERTON ROAD

STAMFORD HILL BROADWAY

DUNSMURE ROAD
LYNMOUTH ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON STATION
NORTHWOLD ROAD

RECTORY ROAD / BROOKE ROAD

MANSE ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON ROAD / AMHURST ROAD

PRINCESS MAY ROAD

SHACKLEWELL LANE
SANDRINGHAM ROAD

DALSTON KINGSLAND STATION

DALSTON JUNCTION STATION

KINGSLAND ROAD / FOREST ROAD

MIDDLETON ROAD

HAGGERSTON STATION / DOWNHAM ROAD
LABURNUM STREET

ST.LEONARD'S HOSPITAL

HOXTON STATION / GEFFRYE MUSEUM
FALKIRK STREET

SHOREDITCH CHURCH
SHOREDITCH TOWN HALL

GREAT EASTERN STREET

OLD STREET STATION
BUNHILL ROW

ST LUKE'S MUSIC EDUCATION CENTRE

ALDERSGATE STREET / GOSWELL ROAD
STJOHN STREET

CLERKENWELL GREEN
HATTON GARDEN

ROSEBERY AVENUE
GRAY'S INN ROAD

RED LION SQUARE
HOLBORN STATION

ALDWYCH/THE ROYAL COURTS OF JUSTICE
ALDWYCH / SOUTH SIDE

WATERLOO BRIDGE / SOUTH BANK

WATERLOO STATION / MEPHAM STREET
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ALDGATE BUS STATION
ST BOTOLPH STREET

ALDGATE EAST STATION
LOLESWORTH CLOSE
BRUSHFIELD STREET

SHOREDITCH HIGH STREET STATION
GREAT EASTERN ST/SHOREDITCH HIGH ST

SHOREDITCH HIGH ST/BETHNAL GREEN RD
SHOREDITCH CHURCH

KINGSLAND ROAD / WATERSON STREET
HOXTON STATION / GEFFRYE MUSEUM

PEARSON STREET
ST. LEONARD'S HOSPITAL

LABURNUM STREET
HAGGERSTON STATION / DOWNHAM ROAD

MIDDLETON ROAD
DALSTON JUNCTION STN / FOREST ROAD

KINGSLAND HIGH STREET
DALSTON KINGSLAND STATION

SHACKLEWELL LANE
PRINCESS MAY ROAD

AMHURST ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON POLICE STATION

BROOKE ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH ST/GARNHAM ST

STOKE NEWINGTON STATION
LYNMOUTH ROAD
DUNSMURE ROAD

STAMFORD HILL BROADWAY
EGERTON ROAD
ST. ANN'S ROAD
HOWARD ROAD

SEVEN SISTERS ROAD/ PLEVNA CRES
SEVEN SISTERS ROAD / KERSWELL CLOSE

ST ANNS ROAD / POLICE STATION
ST. ANN'S HOSPITAL

CHESTNUTS PRIMARY SCHOOL
ABBOTSFORD AVENUE

BLACK BOY LANE
WEST GREEN PRIMARY SCHOOL

STANLEY ROAD
WILLOW WALK

TURNPIKE LANE STATION
BRAMPTON PARK ROAD

WOOD GREEN SHOPPING CITY
WOOD GREEN STATION
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LONDON BRIDGE BUS STATION
LONDON BRIDGE

MONUMENTSTATION
FENCHURCH STREET

THREADNEEDLE STREET
WORMWOOD STREET

LIVERPOOL STREET STATION
PRIMROSE STREET

SHOREDITCH HIGH STREET STATION
SHOREDITCH HIGH ST/BETHNAL GREEN RD

SHOREDITCH CHURCH
KINGSLAND ROAD /WATERSON STREET
HOXTON STATION /GEFFRYE MUSEUM

PEARSON STREET
ST. LEONARD'S HOSPITAL

LABURNUM STREET
HAGGERSTON STATION /DOWNHAM ROAD

MIDDLETON ROAD
DALSTON JUNCTION STN /FOREST ROAD i4f

KINGSLAND HIGH STREET
DALSTON KINGSLAND STATION

SHACKLEWELL LANE
PRINCESS MAY ROAD

AMHURST ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON POLICE STATION

BROOKE ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH ST/GARNHAM ST

STOKE NEWINGTON STATION
LYNMOUTH ROAD
DUNSMURE ROAD

STAMFORD HILL BROADWAY
EGERTON ROAD
ST. ANN'S ROAD
LEALAND ROAD

SOUTH TOTTENHAM STATION
SEVEN SISTERS ROAD

SEVEN SISTERS STATION
TOTTENHAM TOWN HALL

PHILIP LANE
TOTTENHAM POLICE STATION

BRUCE GROVE STATION /HIGH ROAD
LORDSHIP LANE

TOTTENHAM SPORTS CENTRE
TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR F.C.

WHITE HART LANE STATION
BRANTWOOD ROAD

NUTFIELD CLOSE
COLYTON WAY

ANGEL CORNER
SHRUBBERY ROAD

EDMONTON GREEN POLICE STATION
EDMONTON GREEN

EDMONTON GREEN BUS STATION
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NEW OXFORD STREET
MUSEUM STREET
PROCTER STREET

BROWNLOW STREET
CHANCERY LANE STATION

HOLBORN CIRCUS / FETTER LANE
HOLBORN CIRCUS

CITY THAMESLINK STATION
KING EDWARD STREET

MANSION HOUSE STATION
BANK STATION / QUEEN VICTORIA STREET

BANK STATION / THREADNEEDLE STREET
OLD BROAD STREET

WORMWOOD STREET
LIVERPOOL STREET STATION

PRIMROSE STREET
SHOREDITCH HIGH STREET STATION

SHOREDITCH HIGH ST/BETHNAL GREEN RD
SHOREDITCH CHURCH

KINGSLAND ROAD / WATERSON STREET
HOXTON STATION / GEFFRYE MUSEUM

PEARSON STREET
ST. LEONARD'S HOSPITAL

LABURNUM STREET
HAGGERSTON STATION / DOWNHAM ROAD

MIDDLETON ROAD
DALSTON JUNCTiON STN / FOREST ROAD

DALSTON LANE / DALSTON JUNCTION
GRAHAM ROAD / STANNARD ROAD

GREENWOOD ROAD
ROYAL OAK ROAD

MARE STREET
HACKNEY CENTRAL STATION

AMHURST ROAD / HACKNEY DOWNS STATION
MARE STREET / NARROW WAY

HACKNEY BATHS
POWERSCROFT ROAD

CHATSWORTH ROAD
MILLFIELDS ROAD

OSWALD STREET
MANDEVILLE STREET

DAUBENEY ROAD
REDWALD ROAD

BROOKSBY'S WALK
HOMERTON HOSPITAL
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WATERLOO STATION / TENISON WAY
WATERLOO BRIDGE / SOUTH BANK

LANCASTER PLACE
ALDWYCH

HOLBORN STATION
RED LION SQUARE
GRAY'S INN ROAD

ROSEBERY AVENUE

HATTON GARDEN
STJOHN STREET

GOSWELL ROAD / ALDERSGATE STREET

CENTRAL STREET

ST LUKE'S MUSIC EDUCATION CENTRE
OLD STREET STATION

SHOREDITCH FIRE STATION
GREAT EASTERN STREET

SHOREDITCH TOWN HALL
KINGSLAND ROAD / WATERSON STREET
HOXTON STATION / GEFFRYE MUSEUM

PEARSON STREET
ST. LEONARD'S HOSPITAL

LABURNUM STREET
HAGGERSTON STATION / DOWNHAM ROAD

MIDDLETON ROAD

DALSTON JUNCTION STN / FOREST ROAD
KINGSLAND HIGH STREET

DALSTON KINGSLAND STATION
SHACKLEWELL LANE

PRINCESS MAY ROAD

AM HURST ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON POLICE STATION
BROOKE ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH ST/GARNHAM ST
STOKE NEWINGTON STATION

LYNMOUTH ROAD
DUNSMURE ROAD

STAMFORD HILL BROADWAY
EGERTON ROAD
ST. ANN'S ROAD

LEALAND ROAD

SOUTH TOTTENHAM STATION
SEVEN SISTERS ROAD

SEVEN SISTERS STATION
TOlTENHAM TOWN HALL

PHILIP LANE
TOTTENHAM POLICE STATION

ST. LOYS ROAD

BRUCE GROVE STATION
ELM HURST ROAD

THE ROUNDWAY (EAST ARM)
MOUNT PLEASANT ROAD

AWLFIELD AVENUE
WALTHEOF AVENUE

THE ROUNDWAY (WEST ARM)
GLADSTONE AVENUE

MORLEY AVENUE
PERTH ROAD

WOOD GREEN CROWN COURT

WOOD GREEN STATION
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Canada Water Feeder Senices

Bus Routes 199 and 225 are two north-south services feeding Canada Water station south of the

Thames River (see Figure 5-23). Route 199 runs from Catford Garage in the south to Canada Water

while Route 225 runs from Springbank Road / Hither Green Station in the south to Canada Water in

the north via New Cross station. Both routes feed into Canada Water; however, Route 225 runs

parallel to the ELL between New Cross and Canada Water. Bus passenger flow profiles for the

northbound morning peak period (the major morning peak movements) are presented in Figure 5-24

and Figure 5-25.

As shown in Figure 5-24, Route 199 acts as a typical feeder service during the in the morning peak in

the northbound direction. The mid-route ridership dip occurs near the Greenwich DLR station. Bus

flows have increased between the before and after conditions.

Figure 5-25 shows that under the "before" conditions, Route 225 acted as a feeder service between

New Cross and Canada Water. In the "after" condition, while Route 225 continues to act as a feeder

route, it is not nearly to the same extent and bus flows have decreased significantly between New

Cross station and Canada Water.

Figure 5-23 Bus Routes 199 and 225
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NEWQUAY ROAD

INCHMERY ROAD

BARGERY ROAD

BROMLEY ROAD / LEWISHAM TOWN HALL

THE CATFORD CENTRE

ROSENTHAL ROAD

GEORGE LANE

LEWISHAM HOSPITAL

LEWISHAM PARK

LADYWELL LEISURE CENTRE

LEWISHAM CENTRE

LEWISHAM CLOCK TOWER

LEWISHAM STATION

BLACKHEATH RISE

MORDEN HILL

SPARTA STREET

GREENWICH SOUTH STREET / BLACKHEATH ROAD

ASHBURNHAM GROVE

GREENWICH STATION [DLR]

GREENWICH HIGH ROAD/ ROAN STREET

GREENWICH CHURCH STREET

CREEK ROAD / NORMAN ROAD

CREEKSIDE

MACMILLAN STUDENTS VILLAGE

DEPTFORD HIGH STREET

ABINGER GROVE

DEPTFORD FIRE STATION

DEPTFORD PARK SCHOOL

RIVERSIDE YOUTH CLUB

WINDLASS PLACE

GROVE STREET / PLOUGH WAY

DUNNAGE CRESCENT

YEOMAN STREET

SURREY QUAYS STATION

ROTHERHITHE POLICE STATION

CANADA WATER BUS STATION
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HITHER GREEN STATION

WELLMEADOW ROAD

DUNCRIEVIE ROAD

GEORGE LANE

THEODORE ROAD

THORNFORD ROAD

COURTHILL ROAD

LEWISHAM CENTRE

RENNELL STREET

LEWISHAM STATION

JERRARD STREET

ELVERSON ROAD

CRANBROOK ROAD

FRIENDLY STREET

FLORENCE ROAD

NEW CROSS STATION

MARQUIS OF GRANBY

EXETER WAY

FORDHAM PARK

LUDWICK MEWS

COTTESBROOK STREET

SURREY CANAL ROAD

GRINSTEAD ROAD

ALLOA ROAD

JOHN SILKIN LANE

BUSH ROAD

SURREY QUAYS STATION

ROTHERHITHE POLICE STATION

CANADA WATER BUS STATION
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This chapter summarizes the research and analysis presented in this thesis. Section 6.1 summarizes the

research regarding impact analyses, the use of ADC system data to analyze impacts, and methods used

to estimate the performance metrics. Section 6.2 will discuss the preliminary findings of the impact

analysis performed for the introduction of the East London Line. Section 6.3 discusses some of the

lessons leamed regarding the use of ADC system data to perform impact analyses. Finally, Section 6.4

presents potential areas for expanded research to improve future impact analyses using ADC data and

to study the continued impact of the East London Line.

6.1.Research Summary

A public transport impact study is an analysis of changes that can be attributed to a specific public

transport service improvement by comparing the conditions under the implemented improvement to a

baseline condition. Impacts can be first-order (changes related directly to improvement), second-order

(indirect changes on other transportation modes or services), or third order (impacts to general

economic activity in the area).

Impact analyses can help determine the effectiveness of improvements to a transportation system, help

determine user behavior changes, improve upon public transport system forecasts, and increase public

transparency of major capital investments. There are three common strategies for conducting impact

studies: Before and After, Control Group, and Modeling.

The FTA's Before andAfter Study compares forecast values of cost and ridership with actual values to

examine the reliability of the predictions. In addition, the required study compares "before" and

"after" conditions to understand the first-order impacts of the project. While the Before and After

Study requirement provides a good framework to explore the major impacts of major public transport

infrastructure projects, it misses the opportunity to collect and analyze additional impacts (second-

order impacts) which not only can have an impact on operating costs of public transport agencies, but

can also provide an important set of information to improve the agency's understanding of rider

behavior.
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Automatically collected data is a rich resource for impact analyses. ADC sources can yield similar, but

more ubiquitous and larger samples of data and metrics as traditional data collection methods. With

ADC systems, public transport agencies now have the ability to look at station/stop, route, or system-

wide information over any period of time. Planners now can discern weekly and seasonal differences

as well as analyze periods which were traditionally not counted (late night, weekends, and special

events) due to cost constraints. While working with ADC data can pose some challenges, the potential

benefits that can be obtained are many and significant.

For impact analyses, differences between traditional data collection methods and ADC sources are

significant. The range and breadth of data from ADC sources allows impact analysts a look at system-

wide changes due to changes in system infrastructure instead of just targeted areas, routes, or public

transport lines. Additionally, the frequency at which ADC data can be captured and monitored allows

evaluators to see changes in behavior temporally and potentially indefinitely. While ADC systems

cannot provide some valuable rider information including demographic information, stated

preferences, attitudes, awareness, and opinions (passenger surveys still provide the best source of these

data type), individual passenger "panel" trip activity can be monitored if the right type of data is

captured by the AFC system.

A framework for impact analyses was presented. Critical to the development of an impact analysis is

the determination of analysis metrics. There are many metrics that can demonstrate changes in travel

behavior and many ways to estimate these metrics using various data sources. The decision to use

certain metrics are the choice of the sponsor agency but can also be dictated by national or state

agency requirements. Another key component in the design of an impact analysis is the determination

of the scope and scale of the analysis. The scope of the analysis consists of what type of public

transport service and travel behavior is to be analyzed while the scale of the impact analysis looks at

the period and frequency of data sampling.

Key analysis metric categories include passenger demand, modal choice, passenger flow, interchange

activity, travel time, service reliability, and journey frequency. Each of these metrics can be measured

using ADC system data and sometimes requires the application of specific analysis techniques. Often,

transaction data represented in AFC systems do not represent full journeys. Using various inference

methods developed by prior researchers, full journeys can be developed based on entry time and

location recorded for each transaction. Additionally, the inference of bus passenger origins and
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destinations is helpful in exploring passenger flow on potentially impacted bus routes. Determining

origins and destinations for bus passengers is critical to understanding boarding, alighting and flow

profiles of bus routes and are a key component of understanding the impacts of the new rail services

on area bus routes and route segments. Additionally, passenger flows can be estimated on rail service

using origin and destination information captured by the AFC system. Additional considerations in

conducting impact analyses are seasonal and annual differences and growth. Methods to estimate

these are presented in Chapter 4.

6.2.Preliminary Findings: East London Line Impact Analysis

Ridership

The East London Line is still in the early stages of growth and first order impacts continue to develop.

The line is carrying an average of approximately 70,000 passengers per day and ridership continues to

increase monthly. Oyster Penetration rates for ELL-only stations ranged from 80 percent to 91

percent with an overall penetration rate of 84 percent. Total percentage growth from June to October

is approximately 18 percent.

Travel Patterns

Peak flow on the line occurs between Surrey Quays and Canada Water travelling northbound. Intra-

line use accounts for approximately 50 percent of all journeys on the East London Line. Many trips

along the East London Line are short in terms of number of stops travelled with approximately 26

percent of journeys traveling 2 stops or less and a full 70 percent of all journeys travelling seven stops

or less. The East London Line is an important public transport crossing of the Thames River and

plays a crucial role as a distributer to and from intersecting rail lines. The average number of stops

travelled from each origin is generally greater than the distance from the origin to the stop just across

the river. The ELL is an active feeder to the Jubilee, District, Hammersmith and City, and DLR.

Interchanges occur in almost 50 percent of the journeys on the East London Line. Of the top-10

origin-destination pairs, all but one had Canada Water as one of its nodes.

Travel Behavior Changes

It was found that journey frequency of the East London Line panel increased at a higher rate than for

the control panel. It was estimated that between 19,250 to 22,650 of the 70,000 daily weekday

passenger journeys are new journeys to the public transport system.
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Modal impact analysis demonstrated that there were significant differences in behavior of the East

London Line panel after the implementation of the East London Line compared to the East London

Line panel prior to the reopening or the control panel under both conditions.

There is a change in ridership on several bus routes that run through the East London Line station

buffer areas. While aggregate route level ridership analysis can demonstrate changes in ridership, it is

often unclear how these routes interact with the East London Line and how that dictates increases or

reduction in ridership.

A more detailed analysis was conducted on Kingsland Road (Routes 67, 149, 242, and 243), a road

located north of the river that runs parallel to the East London Line for several stops. It was found

that there is some correlation between reductions in route peak flows and their parallel alignment to

the East London Line. However, this relationship could only be recognized in the southbound

direction during the morning peak hour.

Analysis of feeder service into Canada Water during the morning peak period in the northbound

direction show mixed results. Route 199 acts as a feeder service as anticipated and bus flows during

the morning peak hour have increased. Route 225, which runs parallel to the ELL between New

Cross and Canada Water shows significantly decreased flows between New Cross and Canada Water.

The mixed results leads us to believe that based on this preliminary impact analysis, the East London

line can have a positive and negative impact on bus ridership but the impacts are most likely route,

route segment, time of day, and direction specific. Additional analyses with several data points should

be conducted to strengthen this assessment.

6.3. Specific Research Insights

There are several lessons learned through conducting this research using a large dataset in London.

* Data archivingplan is critical- When using ADC system data, it is critical to draw upon a

consistent source of data. Due to the size of these data sets, data is archived on a regular basis

by TfL (8 week rolling cycle). Once the data is archived, it is difficult to retrieve. As such, a

regular schedule of data extraction and storage into our own project database was critical in

order to be able to access it when desired.
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* Data Scale - Based on the type of analysis being conducted, it is recommended that archiving

ADC system data into the project database occur for at least one year prior to and for at least

two years after the public transport improvement is implemented. The one year of advance

data provides the ability to compare travel characteristics using a month-to-month comparison

(i.e. June 2009 and June 2010, September 2009 and September 2010). This allows you to make

comparisons without having to make seasonal adjustments using derived factors. Collection

of data for two years after the implementation of the improvement allows you to see the

growth and should provide sufficient temporal coverage to see the maturing of travel behavior.

* Frequeng of data capture - It is suggested that data is captured for a continuous week (Sunday

through Saturday) for at least one week per month. While weekday peak activity may be the

focus of your analysis, there may be occasions when off-peak or weekend data is important to

analyze, particularly if the study area includes recreational activity centers. It is also important

to capture weeks when holidays, school vacations and similar do not occur. These types of

days yield travel behavior anomalies and generally yield lower ridership than "typical" days.

* Maintain a record of service disruptions or scheduled changes in service operations - It is important to note

when and where major service disruptions occur within the public transport system. Service

disruption can have a significant impact on travel behavior related to specific bus routes and

rail lines. Along the same lines, planned changes in service operations can significantly change

long-term travel behavior and should also be recorded.

6.4.Future Research

This section provides an overview of future research opportunities that can improve the analyses

methods used in this research and contribute an improved understanding of the impacts generated by

the introduction of the East London Line.

* Continue monitoring ELL activiy - The East London Line is still in its infancy. Ridership

continues to increase and the travel behavior within the corridor continues to evolve. As such,

continued monitoring of the first order impacts of the East London Line (ELL ridership,

interchange activity, etc.) and the second-order impacts (effect on feeder and parallel bus routes,

National Rail, etc.) is warranted. In addition, third-order impacts related to the economic

growth and development in the area will take shape within the next few years. Development
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and economic change in this corridor will have an impact on travel behavior and should be

monitored.

Additionally, the East London Line will continue its expansion over the next few years. In

February 2011, an extension will be opened between Dalston Junction and Highbury &

Islington with additional connections to the North London Line and the Victoria Line

(Underground). By the end of 2012, the East London Line will extend west to Clapham

Junction to complete the orbital form of the London Overground. These extensions will have

significant impact on travel behavior and movements around Central London.

" Analysis ofthe effects on National Rail- The overlap between the East London Line and Southern's

National Rail service are significant and warrant further analysis. The overlapping introduction

of the OXNR program and the East London Line make it difficult to use Oyster data to

monitor the impacts individually and of one or the other. By all accounts, the introduction of

the East London Line has decreased ridership along the National Rail corridor that parallels the

East London Line. However, Southern has changed its operations (decreasing service level) to

accommodate anticipated decreased demand related to the introduction of the East London

Line. Further understanding and exploration of the relationship between the East London Line

and National Rail service is warranted.

* Improvefulljourney development- While Catherine Seaborn's methodology to develop complete

journeys provides a good first look at full journey activity on the East London Line, this

methodology can be significantly improved. Some research has been done to build upon the

bus origin and destination inference process and use a similar procedure to infer complete

journeys between bus and rail modes. This improvement in methodology would improve full

journey inference, which would generally improve the accuracy of the mode chains presented in

this research. In addition, other journey information from this improvement, such as total

travel time, can be estimated before and after full journey travels can be compared for the new

users of the East London Line.

* Identifi bus routesforfurther dissection and analysis - This research introduced a before and after

impact analysis for specific bus routes north and south of the Thames River. As presented in

the preliminary findings, it appears that impacts on bus routes that run through station buffer
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zones vary based on bus route characteristics such as direction of travel and specific route

segments and temporal characteristics such as time of day. Additional analysis of other bus

routes that run near the ELL may elucidate patterns which are not revealed in the routes that

were analyzed. Furthermore, additional iBus (AVL) data was obtain in the latter stages of this

research and was not incorporated into the analysis presented in this thesis. Additional, analysis

of more recent activity may confirm or present different travel patterns than the analysis

presented in this research.

Additionalpanel analysis - Additional analysis of the ELL and control panels can be conducted.

Included in this future exploration is:

o Travel Time

" Comparison between panels

" Comparison of ELL panel before and after ELL introduction

" Comparison of specific mode chains leaving from same postcode

o Mode Shift

0 Analysis for specific individuals/regions/station catchment

o Travel Distance

- Comparison between panels

" Comparison of ELL panel before and after ELL introduction

e Anaye geospatiaI relationship between "home" andpublic transport access point using postcode data -

Postcode data is available for Oyster users who register their Oyster card with TfL. While not

all postcodes are linked to the home address of the registered Oyster users (some may be

registered to work addresses or other locations), a screened set of postcodes can act as a

reasonable proxy for the location where a sample of Oyster passengers start most of their

home-based journeys. As such, the geospatial relationship between "home" and the location of

the first boarding can be explored. For example, does access distance to public transport

change for people living in the ELL corridor before and after the introduction of the East

London Line? How does this affect their total travel time?
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Appendix A - ADC System Cost Examples

TABLE C-2 Smart card system for small bus agency in regional fare program*

Unit Cost Number Total Cost
of

Cost Element Low High Units Low High

One- Time Costs
electronic farebox with smafi card reader $5,000 $8,000 100 $500,000 $800,000

smart card application software* $10,000 $25,000 1 $10,000 $25,000

revenue equipment (vaults, bins, etc.) $40,000 $65,000 1 $40,000 $65,000

garage hardware/software $15,000 535,000 2 530,000 570,000

attended smart card revaluing device*** $2,500 $6,000 5 $12,500 $30,000

spare parts 10% of equipment cost 15% of equipment cost $59,250 $148,500

support services 10% of equipment cost 15% of equipment cost $59,250 5148.500

installation/nonrecuning engineering 3% of equipment cost 10% of equipment cost $17,T75 $99,000

fare media costs (contactiess cards) + $2.00 $5.00 10,000 $20,000 $50,000

contingency costs 10% of one-time cost 15% of one-time cost $74,878 $215,400

Total One-Time Costs $823,653 $1,651,400

Ongoing Costs

equipment maintenance costs 5% of equipment cost 6% of equipment cost $29,625 $59,400

software licenses/system support 15% systems/software 20% systems/software $3, 750 $15,000

revenue handling costs (cash) 5% of cash revenue 10% of cash revenue $120,000 $240,000

clearinghouse costs+ 3% of smart card 6% of smart card $72,000 $144,000
revenue revenue

contingency costs 10% of ongoing cost 15% of ongoing cost $22,538 $68,760

Total Ongoing Costs $247,913 $527,f60

Total First Year Cost $1,071,565 $2,178,560

This is a bus system with 100 vehicles and 2 garages; average weekday ridership = 20,000. The transit agency is instaling electronic
registering fareboxes with smart card processing units.
This agency will also be responsible for a portion of the cost of application software for the smart card readers, this is estimated at
$100,000 for the overall system.
It is assumed that smart cards are sold through the normal pass sales outlets and by employers. However, there are card valuing
machines available to reload the cards once they have been acquired. Cards can also be reloaded on the buses.

+ The estimated number of smart cards assumes that 50% of rides are made using the cards t.e., as monthly passes or stored value cardsl
that each card is used an average of twice a day, and that each card is retained an average of 9 mons (i.e., a cardholder uses an
average of 1.33 cards per year.) A 50% card reserve is also assumed.

++ It is assumed that this agency is participating in a regional integrated card program, and is responsible for a portion of the clearinghouse
funding, clearinghouse costs include revenue settlement, distribution of cards, and other support functions.

Source: (Multisystems, 2003)
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TABLE C-4 Smart card system for bus and LRT agency in regional program*

Unit Cost Number Total Cost
of

Cost Element Low High Units Low High
One-TIme Costs
validatig farebox with smart card reader $12,000 $14,000 800 59.600,000 $11,200,00

smart card application software $10,000 $25,000 1 $10,000 $25,000

revenue equipment (vaults, bins, etc.) $40,000 $65,000 1 $40,000 $65.00C

garage hardware/software $15,000 $35.000 4 $60,000 $140,00C

card TVM interface upgrade* $3,000 $7,000 40 $120,000 $280.,00

platform vaidator $5,000 58,000 40 $200,000 $320,000

portable validator $2,000 $4,000 30 $60,000 $120,006

station hardware/software $7,000 $10,000 20 $140,000 $200,000

spare parts 10% of eqipment cost 15% of equipment cost $1,023,000 $1,852,500

support services 10% of equipment cost 15% of equipment cost $1,023,000 $1,852,500

installationinonrecurmng engineering 3% of equipment cost 10% of equipment cost $306,900 $1,235,000

fare media costs (contactiess cards)+ $2.00 $6.00 100,000 $200,000 $500,000

contingency costs 10% of one-time cost 15% of one-time cost 51,278,290 $2,668,50
Totw One-Time Costs $14,061,190 $20,458,50C

Ongoing Costs

equipment maintenance costs 5% of equipment cost 6% of equipment cost $511,600 $741,660

software licenses/system support 15% systems/software 20% systems/software $52,500 $141,250

revenue handing costs (cash) 5% of cash revenue 10% of cash revenue $1,500,000 53,000,00C
clearinghouse costs++ 3% of smart card 6% of smart card $900,000 $1,800,000

revenue revenue
contingency costs 10% of ongoing cost 15% of ongoing cost $296,400 $852,38

Totw Ongong Costs $3,260400 $6,53458

Total First Year Cost $17,321,590 $26,993,

This system has 800 buses (4 garages) and 20 LRT stations. Average weekday nderstip = 200.000; annual ndership = 60 million. The
transit agency is instalig new validating fareboxes that accept smart cards but not magnetic cards, and is adding smart card-accepting
devices to the existing TVM's.
A stored-value smart card must be touched to a TVM or a stand-alone validator (i.e. to deduct the value of the nde). A smart card
containing a pass need only be validated the first time it is used. Inspectors carry portable units that check smart cards for proof-of-
payment. A rider may also buy a paper proof-of-payment ticket from a TVM. Value can be added to a smart card at TVPs.

+ The estimated number of smart cards assumes that 30% of rides are made using the cards (i.e., as monthly passes or stored value cards),
that each card is used an average of twice a day, and that each card is retained an average of 9 months (i.e-, a cardholder uses an
average of 1.33 cards per year). A 50% card reserve is also assumed.

++ Clearinghouse costs include collection of merchant revenue, settlement, distribution of media, and other related functions.

Source: (Multisystems, 2003)
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TABLE 34
RECENT AGENCY CONTRACT AWARDS

Fleet

Agency

Island Explorer (Bar Harbor, ME)

Grand River Transit (Waterloo Region, ON)

Coordinated Transit System (Lake Tahoe, CA)

CityBus (Culver City, CA)

York Region Transit (Toronto. ON)

Intercity Transit (Olympia. WA)

StarTran (Lincoln. NE)

RTC (Reno, NV)

VOTRAN (Daytona Beach. FL)

C-Tran (Vancouver, WA)

Nashville MTA (Nashville, TN)

Long Beach Transit (Long Beach, CA)

HART (Tampa Bay, FL)

Foothill Transit (West Covina. CA)

KCATA (Kansas City, MO)

Pierce Transit (Tacoma, WA)

Bee-Line (Westchester Co)

SEPTA Customized Community Transportation

(Philadelphia, PA)

San Diego Transit. North County Transit District

(San Diego, CA)

CMTA (Austin. TX)

Valley Metro (Phoenix, AZ)

TransLink (Vancouver, BC)

Metro Transit (Houston, TX)

NYC MTA paratransit (New York, NY)

King County Metro (Seattle. WA)

WMATA (Washington, DC)

CTA (Chicago, IL)

Vendor

Avail

INIT

Orbital

Orbital

INIT

Orbital

Digital recorders

Siemens

Avail

INIT

Orbital

Siemens

Orbital

Orbital

Siemens

Orbital

Orbital

Orbital

Orbital

Orbital

Orbital

INIT

INIT

INIT

INIT

Orbital

Clever devices

Year

2001

2005

2002

2005

2004

2005

2007

2002

2005

2004

2007

2003

2006

2006

2003

2007

2006

2007

2004 515 $8,400.000

2006

2002

2006

2003

2006

2007

2001

2007

599

740

1,296

1,315

1,329

1,449

1,700

1,900

$12,141,865

$14,800,000

$30,434,783

$20,000,000

$16,000.000

$25,000,000

$8500.000

$24,000.000

RTC = Regional Transportation Commission; MTA = Metropolitan Transit Authority; HART = Hillsborough Area
Regional Transit; SEPTA = Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority; NYC MTA = New York City
Metropolitan Transportation Authority: WMATA = Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority; CTA = Chicago
Transit Authority.

Source: (Parker D. , 2008)
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Size

17

34

47

55

77

85

93

122

153

165

224

228

297

300

356

391

410

500

Award

$801,385

$2,683,229

$3,600,000

$3,500,000

$8,695,652

$4,400,000

$1,400.000

$4,750,000

$3.812.245

$3,600,000

$7,300,000

$6,500,000

$9,281,981

$11,700,000

$6,630.807

$6,200,000

$9.700.000

$17,800,000
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AM Peak Period (7AM-1OAM)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Dalston Junction 1 0 4 20 89 221 178 15 10 358 23 96 56 13 5 19 8 5 48 2 20 144
Haggerston 2 9 0 6 30 100 66 1 1 211 2 17 10 4 1 2 3 2 8 2 3 25
Hoxton 3 5 3 0 1 56 60 2 2 84 29 12 10 3 2 1 1 2 7 2 4 21
Shoreditch High Street 4 11 3 2 0 29 70 2 3 159 6 20 9 3 2 4 3 0 11 2 4 27
Whitechapel 5 97 55 91 97 0 111 56 20 2 83 168 104 22 15 31 22 5 0 9 54 0
Shadwell LO 6 53 19 35 117 108 0 17 7 143 18 33 17 1 1 4 6 0 29 2 5 123
Wapping 7 6 5 7 47 116 14 0 3 360 7 5 5 2 1 1 0 6 9 0 0 14
Rotherhithe 8 33 6 6 126 119 50 10 0 298 14 13 5 3 4 4 0 2 37 0 3 43
Canada Water 9 76 33 85 317 2 152 72 37 0 83 197 121 39 23 53 51 6 0 10 55 0
Surrey Quays 10 49 3 18 151 222 57 10 5 501 0 56 15 7 7 24 8 2 32 0 10 128
New Cross Gate 11 72 11 30 110 238 37 17 4 709 18 0 0 1 11 55 47 6 0 0 38 0
NewCross 12 43 11 29 87 215 32 8 2 373 12 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
Brockley 13 39 10 16 86 140 31 15 6 665 17 17 0 0 3 24 11 5 0 4 29 0
Honor Oak Park 14 18 6 8 100 120 24 14 2 464 7 23 0 3 0 12 13 0 0 3 10 0
Forest Hill 15 30 10 23 120 178 36 11 3 750 18 65 0 17 7 0 7 0 0 0 25 0
Sydenham SR 16 24 2 10 65 91 31 5 2 468 8 59 0 11 2 5 0 2 0 5 15 0
Penge West 17 5 0 3 25 21 18 12 0 115 6 14 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 9 12 0
Crystal Palace 18 99 14 32 263 0 94 17 9 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Anerley 19 7 3 7 23 24 13 5 0 175 5 24 0 6 0 5 7 9 0 0 16 0
Norwood Junction SR 20 17 2 7 22 68 24 3 3 350 8 46 0 10 3 16 6 2 0 6 0 0
WestCroydon 21 174 26 56 218 0 239 54 30 0 119 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PM Peak Period (4PM-7PM)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

DalstonJunction 1 0 11 15 53 128 48 9 20 119 30 71 97 29 21 31 35 14 76 10 19 138
Haggerston 2 5 0 1 18 57 17 3 3 59 6 15 10 8 6 10 7 10 19 10 7 21
Hoxton 3 15 2 0 4 76 22 3 4 59 9 21 23 13 7 20 13 0 17 9 5 29
Shoreditch High Street 4 63 16 4 0 100 94 35 77 260 87 103 98 82 101 117 111 64 173 32 27 170
Whitechapel 5 172 70 68 97 0 179 127 123 3 216 315 280 164 185 221 232 94 0 44 120 0
Shadwell LO 6 110 31 32 88 175 0 26 37 171 54 52 47 32 30 49 59 32 63 25 45 136
Wapping 7 8 2 4 6 76 18 0 10 121 13 15 14 13 11 14 5 9 11 5 3 35
Rotherhithe 8 10 2 2 14 50 12 7 0 80 16 7 13 5 7 8 4 0 10 11 3 44
Canada Water 9 179 85 63 211 0 136 265 218 0 375 590 283 411 418 569 580 132 0 153 356 0
Surrey Quays 10 20 5 7 29 102 31 15 24 151 0 55 42 22 14 23 39 15 25 5 10 98
New Cross Gate 11 95 14 19 79 268 33 7 14 473 46 0 0 52 46 81 118 20 0 45 62 0
NewCross 12 57 10 11 42 168 18 8 8 206 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brockley 13 15 4 4 25 50 6 4 2 162 14 29 0 0 12 21 31 28 0 10 15 0
HonorOakPark 14 12 2 2 8 20 1 2 5 79 9 18 0 4 0 18 19 16 0 0 5 0
Forest Hill 15 19 1 3 18 47 8 4 3 146 21 50 0 32 32 0 25 27 0 11 18 0
Sydenham SR 16 12 2 3 9 39 5 3 3 133 13 66 0 23 20 22 0 34 0 16 13 0
Penge West 17 24 10 11 18 20 8 0 0 42 18 48 0 42 28 25 0 0 0 0 16 0
Crystal Palace 18 23 7 6 21 0 18 4 12 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Anerley 19 3 0 8 12 15 6 4 0 18 0 12 0 8 5 0 14 0 0 0 6 0
Norwood Junction SR 20 13 4 4 10 70 8 6 3 137 16 76 0 28 32 37 24 31 0 34 0 0
West Croydon 21 281 45 55 104 0 200 33 111 0 308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Appendix C - Oyster Subsystem ID

There are two types of subsystem IDs: station subsystem ID and transaction subsystem ID. Each rail

station has a subsystem ID based on the rail modes it serve. For example, a station which only serves

Underground is assigned a substation ID "0" while a station that serves both Underground and

Overground is assigned a substation ID "262". The transaction subsystem ID is based on the

combination of the entry and exit station subsystem IDs. For example, if the entry and exit station are

both Underground stations, a transaction subsystem ID "0" is assigned. If the entry station is an

Underground station ("0") and the exit station is an Overground station ("20") then the resulting

transaction subsystem ID is "262".

The following three tables present

" List of subsystem IDs with the Overground related subsystem IDs highlighted

e List of entry station subsystems, exit station subsystems and resultant transaction subsystems

SUBSYSTEMID
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
16
17
18
19
20
21

256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
511

SHORTDESCRIPTION
LUL
LTB

PASS
NR

TRAM
DLR

TLine
ADHO
AUTO
PHOM
OTR
HEX
REP
CDA
TPA
TPB
TPC
LRC
RVB

LUUNR
LUUDLR

LUL/NR/DLR
LTB/TRAM

NR/DLR
LULTRAM
LUULRC
NR/LRC

DLR/LRC
LUUNR/LRC
NONLBSL

DESCRIPTION
London Underground Ltd
London Transport Buses
Pass
National Rail
Croydon Tramlink
Docklands Light Rail
TicketLine
Adhoc Sales Web Agency
Autoload Web Agency
PASS HOM
LUL Refund Office
Heathrow Express Terminal Five
LUL Replacement Office
PayPoint
Third Party Operator A
Third Party Operator B
Third Party Operator C
North London Rail
River Boat SeNces
London Underground Ltd / National Rail
London Underground Ltd / Docklands Light Rail
Underground / National Rail / Docklands Light Rail
London Transport Buses / Croydon Tramlink
National Rail / Docklands Light Rail
Underground / Croydon Tramlink
London Underground Ltd / North London Rail
National Rail / North London Rail
Docklands Light Rail / North London Rail
London Underground Ltd/National Rail/Nth Lon Rail
Non-LBSL Contract
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(D CD D CD

I 3 CD (D (D C
L 2 3 L 2 L

LU/RLC25LLLC 6 U/R 6 U/N/R 6 U/RLC 26CU/R 6

LUL 0 LU 0 LU 0 L 0 0. 0 0. 0

LUL 0 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/
LULINRILRC 265 NRILRC 263 NRILRC 263 LUL/NRILRC 265 LUJNRILRC 265 NRILRC 263
LUL/NRILRC 265 LUL/LRC 262 LUL/LRC 262 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NRILRC 265 LUL/LRC 262
LUL 2 LUL 2 LUL 2 LUL 2 LUL 2 LUL 0
LUL 0 NR 3 LUL/NR 256 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/NR 256
LRC 20 NR/LRC 263 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20
LUL 0 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL 0 LUL 0 HEX 11
LUL/NR 256 LULNR/LRC 265 LUL/NR 256 LULNR 256 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR 256
LULNRILRC 265 LUL/NRDLR 258 LUNR 256 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NR 256
LUL 0 TRAM 4 LUL/TRAM 261 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/TRAM 261
HEX 11 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LULINRDLR 2581 HEX 11 HEX 11 LULJNRIDLR 258
LUL/DLR 257 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 DLR 5
NR 3 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/NRLDLR 258 NR 3 NR 3 LUL/NRIDLR 258
LUL/NRLDLR 258 NR 3 NR 3 LULINR/DLR 258 LUL/NRIDLR 258 NR 3
HEX 11 LUL 0 LUL 0 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL 0
DLR 5 LUL0NRLDLR 258 DLR 5 DLR 5 DLR 5 DLR 5
LUL/NR/DLR 258 LULJNR 256 LULINR 256 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LULNR 256
LULDLR 257 LULNR/DLR 258 LULDLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LULDLR 257
DLR 5 HEX 11 HEX 11 DLR 5 DLR 5 HEX 11
LRC 20 LUL 0 LULNR 256 NR 3 NR 3 LUL/NR 256
LULNR 256 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/DLR 257 LUL 0 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL 0
LUL/NR 256 NR/LRC 263 NR 3 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR 256 NR 3
NR 3 DLR 5 NRDLR 260 NR 3 NR 3 NR/DLR 260
NR 3 LULNR/DLR 258 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
NR 3 LULNR 256 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
LUL/NRILRC 265 NR 3 NR 3 LULINR3LRC 265 LU3NRILRC 265 NR 3
LULJLRC 262 NRLRC 263 LRC 20 LULILRC 262 LUL/LRC 262 LRC 20
LULJNR 256 TRAM 4 TRAM 4 LULNR 256 LUL/NR 256 TRAM 4
LULJNR 256 LULDLR 257 LUL 0 LUL/NR 256 LULNR 256 LUL 0
LUL/NR 256 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR 256 HEX 11
LUL 0 NRILRC 263 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
LUL 0 LUINR 256 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0
DLR 2 DLR 5 DLR 5 DLRC 2DLR 2 DLR 5
LRC 20 LUL 0 LUL/LRC 262 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUL/LRC 262
NRHLRC 263 LUL/NR/LRC 265 NR/LRC 263 NRLRC 263 NRLRC 263 NR/LRC 263
LRC 20 LULNR/DLR 258 LULLNRUDLR 258 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUL/NRIDLR 258
DLR 5 LU NR 256 LU NR/DLR 258 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUANRDLR 258
LULNR 256 LRC 20 LULNR/LRC 265 LULNR 256 LULNR 256 LULNRILRC 265
LULRC 262 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUL/LRC 262 LULLRC 262 DLR 5
NR/LRC 263 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 LULDLR 257
HEX 11 LULNR/LRC 265 LUL/NRILRC 265 HEX 11 HEX 11 LULNR/LRC 265
LUL/DLR 257 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL 0 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LUL 0
DLR 11 TRAM 4 TRAM 4DLR DLR TRAM 4
LUL 3 NR 3 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0
NR 3 LUL 0 LULINR 256 NR 3 NR 3 LUL/NR 256
NRILRC 263 LUL/NR/DLR 258 NR 3 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 NR 3
LRC 20 NR 3 NR/LRC 263 LRC 20 LRC 20 NR/LRC 263
LULINR/LRC 265 LUL/NRILRC 265 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LULINR/LRC 265 LUJNR/LRC 265 LUL/NR/LRC 265
HEX 11 NR 3 NR 3 HEX 11 HEX 11 NR 3
NR LUL 3 L LUL 2 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0
LULJNR/DLR 258 TRAM 4,TRAM 4, LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/NRIDLR 258. TRAM 4
NR 3. LUL 0 LULILRC 262 LRC 20 LRC 20 LULILRC 262,
NRILRC 263 LUL 0 LUL/NRILRC 265 NRLRC 263 NRILRC 263 LULJNRILRC 265
LUL 0 DLR 5 LULIDLR 257 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/DLR 257
NR 3 NR/LRC 263 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
NR/LRC 263 DLR 5 DLR 5 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 DLR 5
DLR 5 NR 3 NR/DLR 260 DLR 5 DLR 5 NR/DLR 260
NR 3 LUL/NR/LRC 265 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
LRC 20 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUL/DLR 257
LUL/LRC 262 LUL/NR 256 LUL 0 LUL/LRC 262 LUL/LRC 262 LUL 0
NR/LRC 263 TRAM 4 TRAM 4 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 TRAM 4
LUL/DLR 257 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LRC 20
HEX 11 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL/DLR 257
NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263
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L 0 0 L(A U)

co toU) n0 U) Co. (n (A. U U).
CL0 L LC LCL C La CL CL

LULILRC 262 LUL 0 LUL 0 LULILRC 262 LULILRC 262 LUL 0l
LUL 0 LULINRIDLR 258 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0
LUL/NR/LRC 265 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LULNR/LRC 265 HEX 11
LUL 0 LUL/LRC 262 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0
LUUNR/DLR 258 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/DLR 257
LUUNR/DLR 258 LUL/LRC 262 LUL 0 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL 0
HEX 11 DLR 5 DLR 5 HEX 11 HEX 11 DLR 5
NR/LRC 263 HEX 11 HEX 11 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 HEX 11
LUUDLR 257 LUL/NR 256 LUL 0 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LUL 0
LUUNR 256 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUUNR 256 LUL/NR 256 LUL 0
LUUNR 256 NR 3 NR 3 LUL/NR 256 LUUNR 256 NR 3
LUUDLR 257 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 LUL 0
NR 3 LUL/LRC 262 LUUNR/LRC 265 NR 3 NR 3 LUL/NR/LRC 265
LRC 20 LUL/NR 256 LULINR/LRC 265 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUL/NR/LRC 265
LRC 20 DLR 5 DLR/LRC 264 LRC 20 LRC 20 DLR/LRC 264
LUL/DLR 257 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 LUL/DLR 257 LUL/DLR 257 NRILRC 263
DLR 5 LRC 20 DLR/LRC 264 DLR 5 DLR 5 DLR/LRC 264
NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
LUL/NR/DLR 258 NRILRC 263 NR 3 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUUNR/DLR 258 NR 3
LUL/NR/LRC 265 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUUNR/LRC 265 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LRC 20
LUUNR 256 LUL/NR 256 LULNR 256 LULJNR 256 LUUNR 256 LUL/NR 256
NR 3 TRAM 4 TRAM 4 NR 3 NR 3 TRAM 4
LUULRC 262 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUL/LRC 262 LUL/LRC 262 LRC 20
LULJNR 256 DLR 5 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUUNR 256 LULJNR 256 LUL/NR/DLR 258
DLR 5 LUL 0 LULIDLR 257 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUL/DLR 257
NR/LRC 263 LRC 20 LRC 20 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 LRC 20
LUULRC 262 LUL/LRC 262 LULILRC 262 LUULRC 262 LULJLRC 262 LUL/LRC 262
LUL/LRC 262 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LULILRC 262 LUULRC 262 LUULRC 262 LUL/LRC 262
LUL/NR/DLR 258 LRC 20 LRC 20 LUUNR/DLR 258 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LRC 20
LUUNR/DLR 258 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUUNR/DLR 258 HEX 11
HEX 11 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR 256 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL/NR 256
LUUDLR 257 HEX 11 HEX 11 LUL/DLR 257 LUUDLR 257 HEX 11
LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LULNR/DLR 258 LUL 0
NR/LRC 263 LUL/NR 256 NR 3 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 NR 3
NR/LRC 263 LUL/LRC 262 LRC 20 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 LRC 20
NR 3 HEX 11 HEX 11INR 3 NR 3 HEX 11
LUUNR/LRC 265 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUUNR/LRC 265 LUUNR/LRC 265 DLR 5
LRC 20 TRAM 4 TRAM 4 LRC 20 LRC 20 TRAM 4
LUL/LRC 262 NR 3 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/LRC 262 LUL/LRC 262 LUL/NR/LRC 265
LUULRC 262 LUL/NRIDLR 258 LUL 0 LUULRC 262 LULLRC 262 LUL 0
LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20
LUL 0 LRC 20 LUL/LRC 262 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/LRC 262
LRC 20 LUL/LRC 262 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20
NR 3 LRC 20 NR/LRC 263 NR 3 NR 3 NR/LRC 263
LRC 20 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20 LRC 20
DLR 5 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NR/LRC 265 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUL/NR/LRC 265
HEX 11 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 HEX 11 HEX 11 NR/LRC 263
HEX I ILRC 20 LRC 20 HEX 11 HEX 11 LRC 20
LRC 20 HEX 11 HEX 11 LRC 20 LRC 20 HEX 11
LUL 0 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3 NR 3
NR/LRC 263 NR 3 NR 3 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 NR 3
LUL 0 LUL/DLR 257 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL 0
LUUNR 256 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR 256 LUUNR 256 LUL/NR 256
DLR 5 LUL/LRC 262 LUL/LRC 262 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUL/LRC 262
LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR 256 LULNR/LRC 265 LUUNR/LRC 265 LUL/NR 256
LUUNR/LRC 265 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL 0
LUL/NR/DLR 258 DLR 5 DLR 5 LUUNR/DLR 258 LUUNR/DLR 258 DLR 5
DLR 5 LUL/DLR 257 DLR 5 DLR 5 DLR 5 DLR 5
LUUNR/DLR 258 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUL/NR 256
LUUNR/LRC 265 TRAM 4 TRAM 4 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUUNR/LRC 265 TRAM 4
LUL 0 DLR 5 NRIDLR 260 NR 3 NR 3 NR/DLR 260
LUL 0 NR/LRC 263 LUL/NR/LRC 265 LUL 0 LUL 0 LUL/NR/LRC 265
DLR 5 NR/LRC 263 NR/LRC 263 DLR 5 DLR 5 NR/LRC 263
LUL/NR 256 LUL/LRC 262 LUL 0 LUL/NR 256 LUL/NR 256 LUL 0
LUUDLR 257 NR 3 LUL/NR/DLR 258 LUUDLR 257 LUUDLR 257 LUL/NR/DLR 258
LUULRC 262 LUL/DLR 257 LUL 0 LUULRC 262 LUULRC 262 LUL 0
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Appendix D - ELL Corridor Bus Route Ridership Changes

22,099

14,732

7,319

21,935

18,650

18,154

13,994

36,832

12,043

11,368

21,988

10,830

16,913

4,879

8,513

25,472

14,866

25,389

20,816

15,766

8,435

22,855

20,727

17,184

14,668

37,640

11,654

11,160

22,060

11,041

16,946

3,851

8,074

24,796

15,320

23,813

-5.8/0

7.0%

15.3%

4.2%

11.1%

-5.3%
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185 23,739 22,815 -3.9% 22,993 22,392 -2.6%

194 7,307 7,265 -0.6% 7,681 7,678 0.0%

264 11,634 11,512 -1.0% 11,418 11,381 -0.3%

394 4,841 4,807 -0.7% 4,990 4,870 -2.4%

1 16,407 16,110 -1.8% 15,574 15,683 0.7%

26 9,606 9,942 3.5% 10,182 9,189 -9.8%

53 32,856 33,264 1.2% 32,337 32,818 1.5%

55 27,429 28,257 3.0% 26,980 27,111 0.5%

56 18,758 18,628 -0.7% 18,727 19,132 2.2%

60 14,859 14,886 0.2% 15,530 15,311 -1.4%

119 12,419 12,501 0.7% 12,675 13,400 5.7%

136 17,633 17,695 0.3% 18,259 17,867 -2.1%

141 29,542 28,655 -3.0% 27,897 29,310 5.1%

154 10,696 10,635 -0.6% 11,239 11,366 1.1%

196 14,516 14,909 2.7% 14,572 15,227 4.5%

227 8,549 8,288 -3.1% 8,456 8,762 3.6%

249 10,457 10,817 3.4% 10,764 10,309 -4.2%

289 6,351 6,675 5.1% 6,530 6,699 2.6%

339 2,761 2,832 2.6% 2,820 2,934 4.0%

343 21,907 20,368 -7.0% 21,972 22,160 0.9%

354 2,055 2,070 0.7% 2,253 2,189 -2.8%

403 4,078 4,035 -1.0% 4,132 4,277 3.5%

405 4,485 4,518 0.7% 4,795 4,887 1.9%

412 3,509 3,662 4.4% 3,528 3,910 10.8%

436 17,977 18,586 3.4% 17,948 18,960 5.6%

455 3,809 3,724 -2.2% 3,774 3,905 3.5%

466 11,243 11,009 -2.1% 11,096 11,664 5.1%

468 24,745 25,223 1.9% 25,041 26,358 5.3%

476 17,815 17,205 -3.4% 15,418 16,924 9.8%

484 8,608 8,348 -3.0% 8,242 8,403 1.9%

C10 8,887 8,837 -0.6% 9,004 9,214 2.3%

987,694 998,927 1.1% 979,3291,007,970 2.9%
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Appendix E - Kingsland Road Northbound Morning and Southbound Evening

Peak Period Passenger Flows

e Figure A.E- 1 Route 67 Passenger Flow Northbound Morning Peak Period

e Figure A.E-2 Route 149 Passenger Flow Northbound Morning Peak Period

" Figure A.E-3 Route 242 Passenger Flow Northbound Morning Peak Period

" Figure A.E4 Route 243 Passenger Flow Northbound Morning Peak Period

e Figure A.E-5 Route 67 Passenger Flow Southbound Evening Peak Period

* Figure A.E-6 Route 149 Passenger Flow Southbound Evening Peak Period

e Figure A.E-7 Route 242 Passenger Flow Southbound Evening Peak Period

" Figure AE-8 Route 243 Passenger Flow Southbound Evening Peak Period
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